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Handcrafted blends & pure single origin coffees with a true commitment to 
coffee growers.

Features:

 A wide selection of blends and single origins to choose from
  Fresh artisan roast on-demand 
 Majority Rainforest Alliance Certified
 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign non-profit 
      humanitarian organisation
 Gas-flushed bags with a one way valves and freshness barriers
 Attractive packaging with our innovative Roast & Taste Profile 
      charts for ease of selection
 Choice of trial size, standard and large formats

PREPACKAGED COFFEES



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Coffee’s ProfileBlend Description Format

Exclusive filter coffee blends for those who wish to explore a wide range of taste profiles created by 
carefully combining various single-origin coffees and roasts. 

tERRA ClASSiCA COllECtiON

Roast(s)

americano
A remarkably rich, smooth and silky tasting cup 
pleasantly free of bitterness.

Medium 65g
340g
907g




west coast
blend

DarkThis American West Coast signature coffee has a 
sharp, smoky aroma with a light body.

parisian 
blend

A blend of eight different coffee varieties that is sure 
to please everyone.

montreal 
blend 80% 20%

Medium Dark
A rich, complex, well-balanced blend of grand crus 
from South America, Asia and Indonesia.

65g
340g
907g





65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




breaKfast 
blend

Light
A light-bodied, citrusy blend, that is high in caffeine to 
wake up the senses.

bistro blend
Light MediumA creamy cup with a smooth aroma and delicate notes of 

vanilla and caramelized sugar.

60% 40%

Light Medium Medium Dark
A decaf filter blend created for those seeking a rich, 
authentic coffee taste without caffeine. 

decaffeinated 
e.a. 60% 40%

Java mocha 50% 50%

Light Medium Medium Dark
An exotic blend with an intense yet nuanced bouquet, 
strong character and excellent taste. 

65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



65g
340g
907g



cohiba blend A rich and intense blend of Central and South 
American coffee beans.

60 % 30 % 10 %

Light     Medium Dark

Medium 65g
340g
907g












quebec
blend

Named in honor of this great city, this very special 
blend of grands crus offers a rich taste with floral 
and smoky notes.. 15% 30% 15%

Light     Medium Dark 65g
340g
907g



    Medium Dark

40%

Intensity Guide

- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich -

- Rich -

Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO ClASSiCA COllECtiON

Type Description

A rich and velvety blend without the slight bitterness 
usually found in an espresso.

Bold and intense with almond, cocoa and vanilla notes. 
Great for cappuccinos and lattes.

Dark, rich crema with beautiful nutty and spicy notes. 
Intense enough for all espresso beverages.

espresso
lago di como

espresso
goccia d’oro

espresso
virtuoso

Format
65g
340g
907g
65g
340g
907g
65g
340g
907g

Exclusive espresso blends, each with their own distinctive taste, for those who enjoy espresso or 
espresso-based beverages at home.












RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Intensity Guide

- Heavy -

6 8
10

4
2

- Full -

Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO ClASSiCA COllECtiON

Blend Description

Specially formulated for coffee lovers who want their 
espresso heavy-bodied, spicy and creamy. 

A decaf blend created for those seeking a satisfying, 
authentic espresso taste without caffeine.

espresso
dÉcaf. e.a.

espresso
cremoso

Format
65g
340g
907g

Exclusive espresso blends, each with their own distinctive taste, for those who enjoy espresso or 
espresso-based beverages at home.




Intensity Guide Coffee’s Profile

ESPRESSO ROBUStO COllECtiON

Blend Description

Consisting of 75% Arabica beans from South and Central 
America and 25% superior Robusta beans, this blend 
provides hints of vanilla and honey and excellent mouth feel. 

Consisting of 55% Arabica beans and 45% superior 
Robusta beans, this striking blend delivers light notes of 
pepper and cloves.

espresso
meZZo

espresso
quarto

espresso
vigoroso

espresso
massimo

Format

Espresso blends made of superior quality caffeine-rich Robusta beans and the finest Arabica beans to 
produce intensely rich extractions with thick crema.

65g
340g
907g


- Thick -

- Full & Thick -

- Heavy & Dense -

- Heavy & Dense -

Consisting of 65% superior Robusta beans and 35% Arabica 
beans, this blend offers complex notes of dark chocolate and 
oak.

Made of 90% superior Robusta beans and 10% Arabica beans 
this dense, full-bodied blend offers the highest caffeine 
content.

65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




This blend evokes the true essence of some of Europe’s 
most impressive espressos.

espresso 
gusto

A rich, smooth and flavour-saturated italian espresso.espresso
milano

65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




65g
340g
907g




- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich & Creamy -

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS



Roast Coffee’s Profile

HUMANitERRA  COllECtiON

Type Description

This coffee’s enticing aroma and rich velvety body 
introduce a palate of nutty and fruity notes.

Savour this medium- to full-bodied coffee with gentle 
floral aroma and subtle notes of vanilla and hazelnut.

braZil 
planalto estate

colombia 
supreme A dark roast gives this colombian coffee 

its very smoky aroma and light body.

Format

65g
310g
907g
65g
310g
907g

65g
310g
907g

Our single-origin coffees are precision-roasted to extract their unique individual characteristics.








65g
310g
907g








Dark

Grown in the region of Yasica Sur, Matagalpa, he offers 
nutty, chocolate flavour notes as well as a delicious aroma 
and long aftertaste.

nicaragua
santa celia

65g
310g
907g



This perfectly balanced coffee offers subtle notes 
of pear and papaya.

peru selva
amaZon

65g
310g
907g






This excellent arabica coffee boasts strong lemon 
and pepper notes, good body and high acidity.

inde mysore 
nuggets

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



 GRAN RiSERvA COllECtiON

This coffee is both intense yet sweet with subtle fruity notes 
of blueberry and plum as well as spices like pepper and curry.

This exquisite coffee is particularly appreciated for its 
clean cup, excellent flavour and good acidity.

KenYa 
special reserve

indonesia
flores watujaji

Format

Exclusive single-origin estate coffees from some of the world’s most exotic coffee growing countries.

Grown on the famous slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, this coffee 
offers a winey acidity, medium-body and berry-like aroma.

tanzania
Kilimanjaro

65g
300g
907g



65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g






This coffee offers a highly intense aroma with delicate 
sweetness and an unmistakable hint of chocolate.

Grown in the rich, deep forests of the Kaffa region, this 
coffee offers fruity wild notes along with excellent body.

Beautiful notes of chocolate and berries with 
a charming floral aroma and sweet finish.

ethiopia Kaffa
forest native

cuba 
sierra cristal

guatemala 
antigua fuego

Unique flavour is created by leaving the green beans out 
in open air during the monsoon season.  Full-bodied & rich.

india monsoon
malabar

65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g




65g
300g
907g



65g
300g
907g



This coffee offers a perfect balance between body 
and acidity and is complemented by nutty notes.

costa rica 
la Joya

65g
300g
907g









TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Roast Coffee’s ProfileType Description



AROMA tERRA COllECtiON

Type Description

A rich caramel cream flavour layered into a smooth coffee.
Dulce
        de Leche

Format

These coffees were created using top-grade Arabica beans paired to exact flavouring essences; 
to deliver perfectly balanced flavoured coffees.

65g
320g




Rich chocolate and hazelnut notes swirled together into a smooth-bodied coffee.

The mellow flavours of French vanilla and hazelnut nestled into our best coffee.

Savour the smoky deliciousness of chocolate with a splash of raspberry.

65g
320g




65g
320g




Enjoy a burst of orange flavour accompanied by a delicate touch of cream.

This flavourful blend offers rich and creamy hazelnut oodness. 65g
320g




Layered into this smooth coffee are rich cocoa and creamy caramel flavours. 65g
320g




65g
320g




65g
320g

Chocolate
        Raspberry

Chocolate
         Hazelnut

Hawaiian
Hazelnut Cream

Orange      
Chocolate Cream

Mocha
         Caramel

French Vanilla  
         Hazelnut

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

A rich French vanilla & hazelnut flavour layered into a velvety-smooth coffee.
65g
320g

French Vanilla  
   Hazelnut Decaf

65g
320g


A rich vanilla nut & cream flavour layered into a velvety-smooth coffee.

Vanille Noix       
      &Creme

65g
320g


Layered into this velvety coffee is a rich & creamy roasted Brazilian nut flavour with a subtle hint of chocolate.

Rainforest                     
 Nut



Capture the growing espresso market with these italian espressos and 
their distinct profiles.

Features:
   Certified RAINFOREST ALLIACE, Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  A portion of our proceeds goes to the Humaniterra Foundation
   Freshly roasted on demand
   250g format 
   Option of  Whole Beans or Ground for Espresso
   Available by case of 6 units (assorted)

itAlY ESPRESSO COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Type Description

paesano

famiglia

piccolino

Format
COllECtiON ESPRESSO D’itAliE 

Certification

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Bean
Espresso




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Rich and medium-bodied with subtle 
hints of spice and vanilla.

A rich and intense blend with thick 
crema.

Rich and well-balanced with nutty 
and fruity aromas.  

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



Harvested by passionate coffee growers who, thanks to the fair exchanges they benefit from, 
are able to care for the environment and their communities. Our Humaniterra coffees are 
deliciously responsible.

Features:
   Premium quality grains from direct relationships with growers
   Certified RAINFOREST ALLIACE, Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  Humaniterra Foundation - A portion of our revenues are donated to local and foreign 
 humanitarian non-profit organizations

   Freshly roasted on demand

HUMANitERRA COFFEE COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Type Description

peru

colombia

indonesia

braZil

ethiopia

Format

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Beans
Filter




CASE OF 6 x 250G

Rich velvety body with great aroma 
as well as nutty and fruity notes.

Silky and balanced mouthfeel with a 
bewitching aroma of papaya.

Medium-bodied with sweet floral and 
vanilla notes.

Creamy and full-bodied with subtle 
notes of chocolate and butterscotch.

Heavy mouthfeel, distinctive aroma 
and a flavourful spicy-fruity finish.

TERRA CAFÉ ET THÉ LTÉE.  Montréal, Qc. Canada  H3L 2B4,  1 800 26 TERRA  sac@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca

 HUMANitERRA COFFEE COllECtiON

Certification(s)

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.



Exclusive single-origin estate coffees from some of the world’s most exotic coffee growing 
countries. Each of these coffees is perfectly caramelized using our own TAG (Torrefazione 
Artigianale Granito) roasting technique.

Features:
   Premium quality grains from direct relationships with growers
   Aliments Préparés au Québec & Kosher
  Humaniterra Foundation - A portion of our revenues are donated to local and foreign 
 humanitarian non-profit organizations

   Freshly roasted on demand

RARE & EXOtiC COFFEE COLLECTION



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



These magnificent beans imported directly from the Galapagos 
Islands come from organically grown coffee trees that have been 
in an exceptional micro-climate. The grains are picked by hand, dried 
in the sun then washed. Due to the climatic conditions exceptional, 
this coffee offers a remarkable aroma and excellent body. A rare pearl 
with an exceptional bouquet and fine taste. 
 
TASTE PROFILE: Lots of body with a powerful aroma. 
 
REGION: Santa Cruz 
CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

galÁpagos islands

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

tmtm

Nestled in a ravine of tropical splendor, bordered by meandering 
rivers of crystal clear waters and perched on an incline, stands 
the beautiful Blue Baron Estate. Ripe cherries are lovingly handpicked
by crews of trained harvesters. This coffee is distinguished by its incredible 
fragrance, delicate aroma and amazing sweetness. It has several characteristics
perfectly balanced, it is among the most distinguished coffees in the world.

TASTE PROFILE: Offers an incredible aroma, a delicate flavour and a naturally sweet taste. 
 
REGION: West Portland 
CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

Jamaica blue mountain



This coffee is carefully cultivated at about 2000 feet above sea level 
at the Baronhall Estate farm in St Ann, in Jamaica. With approximately 
300 hectares of outskirts, the Domaine Baronhall is the largest 
coffee plantation in Jamaica. They use the same plants as the famous 
Blue Mountain coffee. However, the estate is located in a different mountain range,
in the middle of the island. 

TASTE PROFILE: This coffee is rich and full-bodied with a fruity and hazelnut aftertaste.
REGION: North Clarendon

CERTIFICATION(S): Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods. 
 
FORMATS AVAILABLE:

Jamaica high mountain

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



The kingdom of Nepal is a multicultural country with strong roots 
in their traditions and renowned for their magnifcent mountains. 
The estate encourages local growers by providing them with educational 
and agricultural assistance. Its environmental commitment towards the land
(soil conservation) and forests (reforestation) helps to also to protect and preserve 
various endangered species. Produced organically, this coffee has a refined flavour, excellent body 
and good acidity.

TASTE PROFILE: Rich and caramelized with excellent body and good acidity. 

REGION : Ganesh
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE:

nepal mount everest

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



This coffee is grown at approximately 2500 meters above sea level 
in Bani Ismail. It offers a powerful, complex and fruity taste. 
Its dark and deep notes are extremely desired, for example: sage, 
tobacco, leather, dried fruit, cardamom and wood notes. It offers an intense 
fragrance when ground and then an intoxicating aroma when infused, creating 
what we call the “Yemen Syndrome”.

TASTE PROFILE: Complex and poignant with notes of berries, sage and tobacco.

REGION : Bani Ismail
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE: 

Yemen mocha ismaili

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



This coffee from Yemen is grown almost exactly as it has been 
for hundreds of years in Bani matar: without the use of synthetic 
fertilizers, pesticides or herbicides (organic). The beans are dried,
 husked, sorted and cleaned by hand. It offers a remarkable cup that 
is highly appreciated by experts all over the world!

TASTE PROFILE: This coffee offers an acidic, full-bodied, fragrant, wine-flavoured cup. 
du monde entier!

REGION : Bani Matar
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra, Aliment préparé au Québec & Kosher Foods.

FORMATS AVAILABLE: 

Yemen moKa mattari

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

BULK 1 KG 250 GR125 GRBULK 3 KG

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



Kopi luwak, consists of coffee beans that have passed through 
the digestive system of the Asian palm civet. After gathering, 
thorough washing, sun drying, roasting and brewing, the Kopi Luwak 
yields an aromatic coffee with much less bitterness.

It is widely noted as the most expensive coffee in the world with prices reaching over 400 dollars a kilo.
 

TASTE PROFILE: Aromatic, earthy and without any bitterness.

REGION :  Asia
CERTIFICATION(S) : Humaniterra & Aliment préparé au Québec 

FORMATS AVAILABLE:

Kopi luwaK

RARE & EXOTIC COFFEE

250 GR125 GR

To place an order: commercial@terracaf.ca or 514 381 2571 Extension: 221

tmtm



Made from the highest quality beans, our instant coffees are refined by the freeze-drying process.

A simple rehydration with hot water is necessary to obtain a delicious cup of coffee!

iNStANt FREEZE DRiED COFFEE

 Choice of Espresso Style or Rich & Smooth

 Certified Rainforest Alliance & Kosher

 100g / 3.5 oz Format

 Case of 6 or 20 units (assorted)



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



tERRA ClASSiCA COllECtiON

BULK COFFEE PROGRAM

Features:

  Wide selection of taste profiles

  Roasted on demand to guarantee optimum freshness

  Rainforest Alliance Certified

  A portion of all our proceeds goes to local and 
       foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations

Handcrafted blends that consumers are seeking with a true 
commitment  to coffee growers.
Our most popular exclusive blends will appeal to consumers looking to explore a wide palate of taste 
profiles created by blending various single origins and/or roasts.



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



tERRA ClASSiCA COllECtiON

Blends Roast(s)Description Coffee’s Profile

breaKfast 
blend

LightA light-bodied, citrusy blend that is high in caffeine to wake up the 
senses.

bistro blend
Light Medium

A creamy cup with a smooth aroma and delicate notes of vanilla and 
caramelized sugar.

60% 40%

Light Medium Medium DarkA decaf filter blend created for those seeking a rich, authentic coffee 
taste without caffeine. 

danube blend
An old european style blend that is sharp and spicy with a very 
velvety texture. Excellent when accompanied by a french croissant. 

A decaf filter blend created specially for lovers of smooth coffee. Its light 
taste will please the palate without the effects of caffeine.

Light Medium

decaf e.a. 
light medium 

decaffeinated e.a.  
60% lm 40% md 

Light Medium

cohiba blend A rich, creamy and intense Italian espresso, this great coffee is the 
result of a blend of Central and South American beans.

Medium

americano
Medium

A remarkably rich, smooth and silky tasting cup that is pleasantly free 
of bitterness.

europa blend A blend of Indonesian, South American and African coffees, roasted 
to produce a rich, complex, heavy bodied coffee. 

Medium

DarkThis American West Coast signature coffee has a sharp, smoky aroma 
and light body.

Named in honor of this great city, this very special blend of grands crus 
offers a rich taste that will seduce you with its floral and smoky notes.. 

west coast 
blend

quebec blend

60% 30% 10%

Light Medium Dark
parisian blend The Parisian blend is sure to please everyone with its blends of eight 

different coffee origins and various roast colors.

Java mocha
50% lm 50% md 50% 50%

Light Medium Medium DarkAn exotic blend with an intense yet nuanced bouquet, strong 
character and excellent taste. 

mediterranean
blend

A South American and East African blend, roasted to produce a heavy 
bodied and bittersweet flavours. Often compared to coffees consumed 
in Europe, more particularly, in France. 

Medium

montreal 
blend 80% 20%

Medium Dark

A rich, complex, well-balanced blend of grands crus from South America, 
Asia and Indonesia.

15% 30% 15%

Light     Medium Dark
    Medium Dark



ESPRESSO tERRA ClASSiCA COllECtiON

espresso 
decaf swd

The Swiss Water® process naturally extracts caffeine from the coffee 
beans. The byproducts are natural and 100% recyclable.

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

Blends Roast(s) Coffee’s Profile

espresso 
milano

Rich, creamy and intense Italian espresso.  The typical espresso roast 
gives it its exquisite flavour, good body and delicate acidity. 

This complex yet well-balanced blend of perfectly roasted exotic coffees 
will astound you.  It offers a dark rich crema, beautiful nut and spicy notes, 
a rich silky mouth feel and long and pleasant aftertaste.

espresso
goccia  d’oro

A rich, creamy and velvety blend without the slight bitterness
usually found in an espresso.

This espresso blend evokes the true essence of some of Europe’s 
most impressive cafés.

espresso
gusto

espresso
cremoso

Specially formulated for coffee lovers who want their espresso heavy-
bodied, spicy and creamy. 

espresso 
virtuoso

espresso 
lago di como

Rich and intense with almond, cocoa and vanilla notes.
Great for cappuccinos and lattes!

- Heavy -

6 8
10

4
2

- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich -

- Rich & Creamy -

- Rich & Creamy -

espresso 
decaf e.a.

A decaf blend created for those seeking a rich, authentic espresso taste 
without caffeine.

- Full -

- Rich -

- Heavy -

6 8
10

4
2

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Canada  H3L 2B4  

514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772
info@terracaf.ca  ·   terracaf.ca





ESPRESSO ROBUStO COllECtiON

BULK COFFEE PROGRAM



World Grown,
Hand Crafted

Develop an exclusive offer of espressos made with superior quality 
Robusta beans.

Features :

 Made of superior quality Robusta & Arabica beans

  Roasted on demand to guarantee optimum freshness

  Rainforest Alliance Certified

  A portion of all our proceeds goes to local and 
       foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations

Espresso blends made of superior quality caffeine-rich Robusta beans and the finest Arabica beans 
to produce intensely rich extractions with thick crema.



RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

ESPRESSO ROBUStO COllECtiON

Type Description

Consisting of 75% Arabica beans from South and Central America 
and 25% superior Robusta beans, this blend provides hints of vanilla 
and honey and excellent mouth feel. 

Consisting of 55% Arabica beans and 45% superior Robusta beans, 
this striking blend delivers light notes of pepper and cloves.

espresso
meZZo

espresso
quarto

espresso
vigoroso

espresso
massimo

- Thick -

- Round & Thick -

- Heavy & Dense -

- Heavy & Dense -

Consisting of 65% superior Robusta beans and 35% Arabica beans, 
this blend offers complex notes of dark chocolate and oak.

Made of 90% superior Robusta beans and 10% Arabica beans this 
dense, full-bodied blend offers the highest caffeine content.

Intensity Guide Taste Profile

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Canada  H3L 2B4  

514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772
info@terracaf.ca  ·   terracaf.ca





HUMANitERRA   COllECtiON MC

BULK COFFEE PROGRAM

Features :

 Unique, single-origin coffees

  Roasted on demand to guarantee optimum freshness

  UTZ & Rainforest Alliance Certified

  A portion of all our proceeds goes to local and 
       foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations

Gathered from some of the most renowned coffee growing regions in the world, our 100% Arabica 
single origin coffees are precision-roasted to extract each region’s individual characteristics.

Our sustainable single-origin coffees are sure to engage consumers.



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Anderacha is considered one of the best Arabica coffees grown 
in Ethiopia. To the taste, it is refined with delicate notes of hibiscus, 
cherry, peach nectar, cinnamon and black Cavendish.

Grown under shade of native trees in the Sheka forest, a designated biosphere 
reserve by the UNESCO. The  ripe cherries are harvested by hand and then 
spread out on drying beds to be sun-dried. Intense profile with fruity notes.

HUMANitERRAMC COllECtiON

Dark

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

braZil 
planalto estate

colombia 
supreme

ethiopia 
anderacha 
natural gr 4

india 
Kaapi roYal

india 
mYsore nuggets

nicaragua
santa celia

ethiopia
anderacha 
honey gr1

colombia 
eXcelso

This coffee is one of the best produced in Brazil. Its enticing aroma and 
rich velvety body will have you discover subtle citrus and fruity notes.

A fragrant and aromatic coffee with sweet flowery notes of lilac and 
jasmine. You will also detect notes of vanilla and nut as well as a 
pleasantly satisfying finish.   

A medium to full-bodied coffee, nice floral aroma and subtle notes 
of vanilla and hazelnut. 

The Dark roast option gives this coffee a sharp, smoky aroma with 
a light body.

This coffee is prepared from Robusta Parchment AB. Its green beans 
are bold, round with pointed ends and of a gray to bluish-gray colour. 
Its cup ensures a full-bodied and mellow flavour. 

This excellent arabica boasts strong lemon and pepper notes, 
good body and high acidity.

Grown in the region of Yasica Sur, Matagalpa, this Santa Celia 
offers nutty, chocolate flavour notes as well as a delicious aroma 
and long aftertaste.

india 
plantation 

From indian origin the Plantation is a very nice coffee.
Delicate and smooth like silk, it is great for light coffee drinkers. 

peru 
selva amaZone

Grown under the shade of old walnut and guava trees in the amazonian 
province of Rodriguez de Mendoza, this coffee is perfectly balanced 
and offers beautiful subtle notes of pear and papaya.

Type Roast(s)Description Coffee’s Profile



GRAN RiSERvA COllECtiON

BULK COFFEE PROGRAM



World Grown,
Hand Crafted

Features :

 Unique, single-origin coffees from exclusive estates

 Distinct taste profiles

  Roasted on demand to guarantee optimum freshness

  A portion of all our proceeds goes to local and 
       foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations

Our exclusive estate, single origin 100% Arabica coffees, from the most exotic coffee growing countries 
in the world, were personally selected by our own Master Roaster. 

Our exclusive collection of  Grand-Cru coffees is ideal for the discerning 
consumer.



cuba sierra 
cristal

papua 
new guinea

This coffee offers a highly intense aroma with delicate sweetness 
and an unmistakable hint of chocolate.

With a pleasant acidity in the mouth and a very present finish,
this coffee stands out with its dark chocolate notes.

GRAN RiSERvA COllECtiON

costa rica 
la JoYa

This coffee offers a perfect balance between body and acidity 
and is complemented by nutty notes.

Yemen 
mocha mattari

Yemen 
mocha ismaili

It offers an intense fragrance when ground and an intoxicating aroma 
when infused, creating what we call the “Yemen Syndrome”.

Very well recognized outstanding coffee. This coffee is acidic, full-bodied, 
fragrant, and winy. A most appreciated coffee by experts worldwide!

tanZanie
KilimanJaro

Grown on the famous slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, this coffee offers 
a winey acidity, medium-body and berry-like aroma.

cuba 
caracolillo

KenYa 
special reserve

The boldness of this coffee is distinguished by a rare combination of very 
intense aromas and a smooth texture as well as the unmistakable 
presence of dark chocolate notes.

ethiopia Kaffa 
forest native

Grown in the rich, deep forests of the Kaffa region, this coffee offers 
fruity wild notes along with excellent body.

This exquisite coffee is particularly appreciated for its clean cup,
 excellent flavour and good acidity.

india monsoon
malabar

This coffee’s unique flavour is created by leaving the green beans out 
in open air during the monsoon season.  Full-bodied & rich.

CERTIFIé RAINFOREST ALLAIANCE

galÁpagos 
islands

Produced from organically grown coffee trees in an exceptional 
micro-climate, this coffee offers great body.

guatemala 
antigua fuego

Beautiful notes of chocolate and berries with a charming floral aroma 
and sweet finish.

JamaÏque 
montagne bleu

indonesia
flores watujaji

This coffee is both intense yet sweet with subtle fruity notes of blueberry 
and plum as well as spices like pepper and curry.

Thi coffee distinguishes itself by its incredible fragrance, delicate aroma 
and amazing sweetness. He ranks among the worlds most distinguished.

TERRA - TASTE PROFILES
TERRA - PROFILS DES GOÛTS

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Type Roast(s)Description Coffee’s Profile



Features:

  Innovative flavours

  Roasted on demand to guarantee optimum freshness

  UTZ & Rainforest Alliance Certified

  A portion of all our proceeds goes to local and 
       foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations

AROMA COllECtiON

Our popular flavoured coffees are created using only top grade 100% Arabica beans that are 
precision-roasted and paired to exact flavouring essences; delivering perfectly balanced flavoured 
coffees every time.

Innovative flavoured coffees that make a difference.

BULK COFFEE PROGRAM



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



AROMA tERRA COllECtiON

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE is a sustainability program that 
requires, among other things, good agricultural practices, 
optimum health and safety working conditions, 
the abolition of child labor and environmental protection.

Our strong desire to support both the communities and 
the producers who provide us with their high quality green 
beans led us to establish the Fondation Humaniterra.  
This foundation allows us to donate a portion of our revenues 
to local and foreign humanitarian non-profit organizations.

Almond
Amaretto
Butter Pecan
Cappuccino Cream
Caramel Cream
Chocolate Crème Brûlée
Chocolate Hazelnut
Chocolate Milk
Chocolate Orange Cream
Chocolate Raspberry
Cinnamon & spice
Coconut Cream
Dark Belgian Chocolate
Dulce de Leche
Dutch Chocolate
French Cognac

French Vanilla
French Vanilla & Hazelnut
French Vanilla & Hazelnut Decaf.
Grand Marnier
Hawaiian Hazelnut Cream
Irish Cream
Jamaican Rum
Maple
Mocha Caramel
Peaches & Cream
Praline Cream
Sambucca
Swiss Chocolate Almond
Tiramisu
Vanilla Hazelnut
Vanilla Nut & Cream

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Canada  H3L 2B4  

514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772
info@terracaf.ca  ·   terracaf.ca





 Choice of Espresso Style or Rich & Smooth

 Certified Rainforest Alliance & Kosher

 25 Kg Format

Made from the highest quality beans, our instant coffees are refined by the freeze-drying process.
A simple rehydration with hot water is necessary to obtain a delicious cup of coffee!

iNStANt FREEZE DRiED COFFEE



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



tERRa DISPLaY : 

- taStE PROFILE SIgn :  11 X 14 IN.
- “En vEntE IcI / SOLD hERE” :  6 X 9 IN. (STICKER)
- FURnItURE hEaDER TO HIGHLIGHT THE TERRA SECTION
- tERRa PaMPhLEt 

MERCHANDiSiNG

Benefit from our various brand merchandising materials designed to help promote 
your products in store and ease selection.

5 3/16 in

17
 7/

8 i
n

SILO BEc chROMÉ vERSatILE :
Dimensions : 5 3/16  X 17 7/8  X 9 7/8 in

Capacité de café (Poids net) : 3 kg

PRODUCT CODE: E10C341N

DEScRIPtIvES caRDS:
Each silo is identified by its own 
descriptive coffee card with taste profile 
and roast color. 

Format  : 3.5 X 4.75 in



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Offer yOur discerning specialty cOnsumers 
teas that deliver adventure with every cup.

Adventure redefined

features:
 we use the finest teas and flavourings which we then combine 
 with herbs, dry fruits and flowers

 available in exclusive single-origins, unique blends and
       fragrant herbal teas

 Eco-friendly biodegradable pyramid tea bags

 clear images create taste appeal as well as ease of selection

 handy box format for maximum store merchandising as well
 as at-home usage and storage

 a portion of our proceeds goes to the humaniterra Foundation 
 which aids local and foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations.

Pyramid Tea Bag Collection



Our Black tea collection uses only the finest black teas available to create the classic 
tea recipes that tea drinkers know and love.

Black tea collection

English BrEakfast

1803 Earl grEy

masala chai

This classic English Breakfast is a blend of specially chosen 
teas from Ceylon, India and China, brought together to 
deliver a full-bodied and satisfying taste.

A secret blend of teas combined with Italian bergamot oil 
revives the Earl Grey first enjoyed by England‘s dukes and 
duchesses in 1803. Discover the deliciously crisp citrus and 
spice notes this royal-calibre tea has to offer.

Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop 
for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, fragrant drink 
designed to bring warmth and comfort to your day!

20
PYRAMID BAGS

20
PYRAMID BAGS

20
PYRAMID BAGS



Green tea collection

This 100% Japanese sencha evokes the rows of cherry 
blossom trees that colour Japan’s four seasons. The young 
tea buds, carefully picked from June to July in the deep 
mountainous area of Shizuoka, create a beautifully 
balanced bittersweet tea.

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled with 
fine jasmine buds create an exquisite taste. Watch the pearls 
unfurl as you steep them—pleasing to the eyes, nose 
and palate!

Gentle Chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect 
counterpoint to the zing of lemon, heightened with the 
clean citrus taste of lime and crispy lemon bits.

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS

20
PYRAMID BAGS

100% japanEsE sEncha

jasminE pEarls

lEmOn citrUs

mOrOccan mint

Our green tea collection uses only the finest green teas available responding to the 
consumer’s desire for enhanced well being through natural products.

20
PYRAMID BAGS

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint 
leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet flavour of 
Chinese gunpowder tea.



White tea collection

Chinese white tea blends beautifully with rose and 
jasmine petals to produce a gentle infusion with a mild, 
elegant scent.

Zesty mandarin orange adds a burst of flavour to the clean, 
airy taste of pure Chinese white tea for a fresh, sweet and 
citrusy blend that’s simply sublime! 

The fresh notes of pure Chinese white tea pair gracefully 
with vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet Bartlett 
pear flavour.

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS

jasminE rOsE

mandarin OrangE

vanilla and pEar

Our White tea collection uses only the finest white teas available to create the perfect 
match of gentle tea leaves with the subtle tastes of fruits and flower petals tapping into 
the new wishes of consumers.



Spa collection (Caffeine free)

A real fruit infusion, this combination of dried 
elderberries, raspberries and wild mountain berries 
produces a fresh, delicate and naturally sweet drink. 
Delicious served either hot or iced. Caffeine free.

Ginger, cinnamon and nutmeg add a touch of spice to our 
blend of apple bits, dried herbs and flower petals. The result 
will warm you from head to toe! Caffeine free. 

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s 
rich undertones for a harmonious herbal experience 
enhanced by pure vanilla pieces. Caffeine free.

20
PYRAMID BAGS

20
PYRAMID BAGS

20
PYRAMID BAGS

BUrsting BErriEs

cinnamOn gingEr

lavEndEr chamOmilE

rOOiBOs Earl grEy
20
PYRAMID BAGS

A much-loved classic gets a fresh twist in this blend of red 
and green South African rooibos super antioxidant herbal 
teas. The sweet honey notes of rooibos pair wonderfully 
with the crisp citrus and spice notes of bergamot. 
Caffeine free.

Our innovative wellness Spa collection uses only select herbal, fruit and spices to 
create a collection of naturally sweetened “tea-house” style beverages catering to tea 
drinkers seeking caffeine-free and no calories.



This naturally-caffeinated Vanilla Chai flavoured Yerba Mate 
blend is designed to engage your senses making it the perfect 
addition to study sessions and hectic work days.

Chamomile’s soothing properties combined with subtle peach 
& vanilla aromas will guide your relaxation of the mind, body 
and soul. Caffeine-free.

This carefully crafted ayurvedic blend of herbs and spices is 
designed to guide your quest for harmony and balance. 
Caffeine free.

sErEnity

vitality

cOncEntratiOn

Well-Being Herbal collection
this 100% natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and 
essences is designed to inspire harmony with oneself. 

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS



Ask us about our HRI packets Ariel® Tea:
SPA collection  -  WHite teA  -  GReen teA  -  BlAcK teA

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Quebec. H3L 2B4,  514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772

info@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca



A real fruit infusion, this raspberry and peach swirl will 
make your taste buds sing! Delicious served etiher hot or iced. 
Caffeine-free.

Bring back wonderful memories of grandma’s homemade 
apple pie with this mouthwatering fruit infusion. Delicious 
served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

A real fruit infusion, this classic vanilla and strawberry flavour 
combination is designed to bring comfort to your day. 
Delicious served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

raspBErry pEach

grandma’s piE

vanilla straWBErry

Fruit Blend collection
Our fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers. Naturally caffeine 
free, they are delicious served hot and iced. 

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS

18
PYRAMID BAGS



Offer yOur discerning specialty tea cOnsumers a Brand
that delivers an adventure with every cup.

features:

 we use the finest teas and flavourings combined 
 with herbs, dry fruits and flowers

 available in exclusive single-origins, unique blends and
       fragrant herbal teas

 Reusable metal tins guarantee freshness and are ideal
 for store merchandising and storage.

 clear images create taste appeal as well as ease of selection

 a portion of our proceeds goes to the humaniterra Foundation  
 which aids local and foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations.

Loose Leaf Tea Collection

Adventure redefined



A secret blend of teas combined with Italian bergamot oil revives the Earl 
Grey first enjoyed by England‘s dukes and duchesses in 1803. Discover the 
deliciously crisp citrus and spice notes this royal-calibre tea has to offer.

A high-grown black tea from North India with a clear, sparkling taste 
and a light aroma, this Darjeeling Thurbo is of one of the highest quality 
grades, FTGFOP (Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe).

This classic English Breakfast is a blend of specially chosen teas from 
Ceylon (Sri Lanka), India and China, brought together to deliver a 
full-bodied and satisfying taste.

A high-altitude tea from the province of Andhui, Keemun has 
small, brow-shaped ebony leaves that produce a lustrous red liquor. 
Enjoy its subtle and slightly smoky aroma.

Sweet maple and nut essences take shape against a background of 
black teas and dried licorice, adding intrigue to the mix.

Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop for our 
spicy chai mix, creating a rich, fragrant drink designed to bring 
warmth and comfort to your day!

The best high grown Dimbulas are picked during the dry season 
(January and February). Consisting of long twisted leaves, this tea 
provides a dark, aromatic and full-bodied infusion. 

Our Black tea collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea 
recipes that tea drinkers know and love.

Black tea collection

1803 Earl grEy

darjEEling thUrBO

English BrEakfast

kEEmUn sUpEriOr

maplE and nUt

masala chai

OrangE pEkOE
dimBUla

100g / 3.5 oz

125g / 4.4 oz

100g / 3.5 oz

100g / 3.5 oz

100g / 3.5 oz

55g / 1.9 oz
100g / 3.5 oz

55g / 1.9 oz
100g / 3.5 oz



This Sencha evokes the rows of cherry blossom trees that colour Japan’s 
four seasons. Its young tea buds were carefully picked from June to July 
in the deep mountainous area of Shizuoka, creating a beautifully 
balanced, bittersweet tea.

This Chinese green tea is cooked in a saucepan immediately after its 
harvest in order to stop the leaves from oxidizing, thus creating its 
classic taste.

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled with fine 
jasmine buds provide an exquisite taste. Watch the pearls unfurl as 
you steep them - pleasing to the eyes, nose and palate!

Green Japanese Bancha leaves blended with Genmai hulled rice 
kernels and corn produce a slightly salty, light brown tea.

Green tea leaves are spread out with freshly picked jasmine 
flowers and left there for a few hours in order to create a delicate, 
well-balanced taste. 

Green tea leaves are steamed and ground between two granite 
wheels and water is then added to the resulting powder. The final 
blend is dried into pine-needle shapes which offer a soft, slightly 
bitter, aromatic taste.

Green tea collection

100% japanEsE 
sEncha

chinEsE sEncha

jasminE flOWEr

jasminE pEarls

japanEsE 
gEnmaicha

japanEsE 
kOkEicha

matcha

Our green tea collection uses the finest green teas available, in response to the 
consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being through natural products.

Often used in Japanese tea ceremonies, this tea’s leaves were 
cultivated in the Uji-Kyoto prefecture and reduced to a fine 
powder with a stone grinder. 

90g / 3.2 oz

65g / 2.3 oz 
125g / 4.4 oz

70g / 2.5 oz
145g / 5.1 oz

65g / 2.3 oz

70g / 2.5 oz
125g / 4.4 oz

100g / 3.5 oz

80g / 2.9 oz
125g / 4.4 oz



Gentle Chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect counterpoint to the 
zing of lemon, heightened with the clean citrus taste of lime and crispy 
lemon bits.

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint leaves comple-
ments the strong, smoky-sweet flavour of Chinese gunpowder tea.

Fruity, mellow Jasmine Pearl tea pairs beautifully with the freshness 
of strawberry essence, while a sprinkling of dried strawberry pieces 
provides the perfect finish.

Summery strawberry essence harmonizes with mellow Sencha tea, 
dried strawberry pieces and rose petals to strike all the right notes.

Green tea collection

lEmOn citrUs 
 

mOrOccan
mint

straWBErry
pEarls

straWBErry
sEncha

BlUEBErry 
pOmEgranatE

gingEr frEsh

Our green tea collection uses the finest green teas available, in response to the 
consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being through natural products.

Mild green tea gets a fruity kick with blueberry and pomegranate 
essences and is layered with the richness of dried blueberries and 
pomegranate flowers.

Gentle green tea provides the perfect counterpoint to the zing 
of ginger and lemon, heightened with a clean citrus flavour and 
finished with musky marigold.

90g / 3.2 oz

90g / 3.2 oz

90g / 3.2 oz

90g / 3.2 oz

90g / 3.2 oz

65g / 2.3 oz
125g / 4.4 oz



The delicate fragrance of white tea is embellished with spicy, citrusy
bergamot oil and the elegant floral scents of lavender and
cornflower for a fresh take on Earl Grey. 

Pai Mu Tan is a rare white tea made of very fine, silky leaves that are 
blended with small tea buds. They are first steamed, then dried,
producing a fresh and very mild-tasting infusion. 

The fresh notes of pure white tea pair gracefully with vanilla’s 
heavenly aroma and sweet Bartlett pear flavour.

White tea collection

Earl grEy 
sapphirE

pai mU tan

vanilla and pEar

Our White tea collection offers the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle 
tastes of fruits and flower petals.

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Quebec. H3L 2B4,  514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772

info@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca

45g / 1.6 oz

45g / 1.6 oz

45g / 1.6 oz

Ask us about our HRI packets Ariel® Tea:
SPA collection   -  WHite teAS  -  GReen teAS  - BlAcK teAS  



A real fruit infusion, this combination of dried elderberries, raspberries and 
wild mountain berries produces a fresh, delicate and naturally sweet drink. 
Delicious served either hot or iced. Caffeine free.

Ginger, cinnamon and nutmeg add a touch of spice to our blend of apple 
bits, dried herbs and flower petals. The result will warm you from head 
to toe! Caffeine free. 

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s rich 
undertones for a harmonious herbal experience enhanced by
pure vanilla pieces. Caffeine free.

The fruity kick of papaya, passion fruit, kiwi and coconut relaxes 
into lush floral notes of hibiscus. With pineapple, mango and 
avocado flavours, this tea is truly tropical!

Spa tea collection

BUrsting BErriEs

cinnamOn gingEr

lavEndEr 
chamOmilE

trOpical 
rainfOrEst

Our innovative wellness Spa collection uses select herbs, fruit and spices in a range 
of naturally sweetened caffeine-free, no-calorie beverages.

95g / 3.4 oz

125g / 4.4 oz

50g / 1.8 oz

125g / 4.4 oz



Trial Size Collection

Adventure redefined

this cOllectiOn Of trial siZe teas allOws custOmers 
tO discOver new varieties everyday.

features:
 we use the finest teas and flavourings combined 
 with herbs, dry fruits and flowers

 available in exclusive single-origins, unique blends
 and fragrant herbal teas

 Bag has a freshness barrier ensuring fresh, long 
 lasting tea

 the attractive stand up bag delivers a high-value 
 appearance and is ideal for store merchandising and 
 consumer pantry storage.

 a portion of our proceeds goes to the  
 humaniterra Foundation which aids local and 
 foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations.

We’ve packaged our most
popular teas in an accessible 
format, ideal for first time
gourmet tea drinkers wanting 
to try something different from 
their usual teas. Our line is
available in either pyramid tea 
bags for ease of use or in loose 
leaf teas for the more advanced 
tea drinker. This will allow your 
customers the chance to find the 
tea flavour that appeals to them 
and subsequently come
back for larger formats. 



Black Tea Collection

25g
(0.9oz)

25g
(0.9oz)

25g
(0.9oz)

25g
(0.9oz)

25g
(0.9oz)

25g
(0.9oz)

Green Tea Collection

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1803 Earl 
grEy

masala 
chai

English
BrEakfast

lEmOn 
citrUs

mOrOccan
mint

jasminE
pEarls

BlUEBErry
pOmEgranatE

frEsh
gingEr

100 % japanEsE 
sEncha

Our Black tea collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea recipes that 
tea drinkers know and love.

A secret blend of teas combined with Italian bergamot 
oil revives the Earl Grey first enjoyed by England‘s dukes 
and duchesses in 1803. Discover the deliciously crisp citrus 
and spice notes this royal-calibre tea has to offer.

Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect 
backdrop for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, fragrant 
drink designed to bring warmth and comfort to your day!

This classic English Breakfast is a blend of specially chosen 
teas from Ceylon, India and China, brought together to 
deliver a full-bodied and satisfying taste.

Our green tea collection is designed for consumers seeking to enhance their well-being 
through natural products.

Gentle Chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect 
counterpoint to the zing of lemon, heightened with the 
clean citrus taste of lime and crispy lemon bits.

Gentle green tea provides the perfect counterpoint to the 
zing of ginger and lemon, heightened with a clean citrus 
flavour and finished with musky marigold.

Mild green tea gets a fruity kick with blueberry and 
pomegranate essences and is layered with the richness 
of dried blueberries and pomegranate flowers.

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint 
leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet flavour of 
Chinese gunpowder tea.

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled 
with fine jasmine buds provide an exquisite taste. Watch 
the pearls unfurl as you steep them - pleasing to the eyes, 
nose and palate!

This Sencha evokes the rows of cherry blossom trees that 
colour Japan’s four seasons. Its young tea buds were carefully 
picked from June to July in the deep mountainous area of 
Shizuoka, creating a beautifully balanced, bittersweet tea.

LOOSE TEA 
LEAvES

LOOSE TEA 
LEAvES

PYRAMID 
TEA BAGS

PYRAMID 
TEA BAGS



25g
(0.9oz)

11g
(0.4oz)

Spa (Caffeine Free) Collection

5

6

6

6

mandarin
OrangE 5

BUrsting
BErriEs

lavEndEr 
chamOmilE

cinnamOn
gingEr

rOOiBOs 
Earl grEy

Our innovative wellness Spa collection uses select herbs, fruit and spices in a range of naturally 
sweetened teahouse-style caffeine-free, no-calorie beverages.

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s rich 
undertones for a harmonious herbal experience enhanced by 
pure vanilla pieces. Caffeine free.

Ginger, cinnamon and nutmeg add a touch of spice to our 
blend of apple bits, dried herbs and flower petals. The result 
will warm you from head to toe! Caffeine free. 

A much-loved classic gets a fresh twist in this blend of red and 
green South African rooibos super anti-oxidant herbal teas. 
The sweet honey notes of rooibos pair wonderfully with the 
crisp citrus and spice notes of bergamot. Caffeine free.

LOOSE TEA 
LEAvES

PYRAMID 
TEA BAGS

A real fruit infusion, this combination of dried elderberries, 
raspberries and wild mountain berries produces a fresh, delicate 
and naturally sweet drink. Delicious served either hot or iced. 
Caffeine free.

Zesty mandarin orange adds a burst of flavour to the clean, 
airy taste of pure Chinese white tea for a fresh, sweet and 
citrusy blend that’s simply sublime! 

20g
(0.7oz)

20g
(0.7oz)

White Tea Collection

5

5

vanilla and 
pEar

jasminE 
rOsE

Our White tea collection offers the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle tastes of fruits 
and flower petals.

The fresh notes of pure white tea pair gracefully with 
vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet Bartlett pear flavour.

Chinese white tea blends beautifully with rose and jasmine
petals to produce a gentle infusion with a mild, elegant 
scent.

LOOSE TEA 
LEAvES

PYRAMID 
TEA BAGS

5



The natural soothing properties of peppermint and aniseed 
combined with chamomile’s calming touch bring comfort after 
every meal. 

Caffeine-free.

This naturally-caffeinated Vanilla Chai flavoured Yerba Mate 
blend is designed to engage your senses making it the perfect 
addition to study sessions and hectic work days.

5

5

PYRAMID
TEABAGS

Ribwort, licorice root and fennel join forces to create this 
soothingly harmonious herbal experience. 

Caffeine-free. 
5

Chamomile’s soothing properties combined with subtle peach & 
vanilla aromas will guide your relaxation of the mind, body and soul. 

Caffeine-free.
5

This carefully crafted ayurvedic blend of herbs and spices is 
designed to guide your quest for harmony and balance. 

Caffeine free.
5

AFTER-DINNER

BREATHE

SERENITY

VITALITY

CONCENTRATION

Well-Being Herbal collection
this 100% natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and 
essences is designed to inspire harmony with oneself. 



Savour this real fruit infusion’s creamy goodness and 
refreshing splash of mixed berries. Delicious served hot 
or cold. 
Caffeine free.

A real fruit infusion, this burst of sweet cherries is 
complimented by the richness of almonds and cream. 
Delicious served etiher hot or iced. 
Caffeine-free.

5

5

PYRAMID
TEA BAGS

A real fruit infusion, this raspberry and peach swirl will make 
your taste buds sing! Delicious served etiher hot or iced. 
Caffeine-free. 5

Bring back wonderful memories of grandma’s homemade 
apple pie with this mouthwatering fruit infusion. Delicious 
served etiher hot or iced. 
Caffeine-free.

5

A real fruit infusion, this classic vanilla and strawberry flavour 
combination is designed to bring comfort to your day.
Delicious served etiher hot or iced. 
Caffeine-free.

5

BERRIES & CREAM
 

CHERRY ALMOND
CREAM

GRANDMA’S PIE

Fruit Blend collection
Our fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers. Naturally caffeine 
free, they are delicious served hot and iced. 



Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, 
fragrant drink designed to bring warmth and comfort to your day!

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint leaves complements the strong, smoky-
sweet flavour of Chinese gunpowder tea.

masala chai

mOrOccan
mint

ARIEL TEA DISCOVERY GIFT BOX - 066166003040
prOduct cOde : AT0602003

The fresh notes of pure Chinese white tea pair gracefully with vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet 
Bartlett pear flavour.

vanilla and
pEar

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s rich undertones for a harmonious herbal 
experience enhanced by pure vanilla pieces. 

Caffeine free.

lavEndEr 
chamOmilE

Discovery Gift Box (28 TEA BAGS)

This gift box is sure to please! This Discovery Gift box includes 
28 pyramid tea bag samples of our 4 most popular flavours!

 Biodegradable pyramid-shaped tea bags for optimal 
 infusion extraction.

 exclusive single-origins, unique blends 
 and fragrant herbal teas  

 a portion of our proceeds is offered to our 
 exclusivehumaniterra Foundation 
 which aids both local communities 
 as well as tea and coffee farming
 communities.

Adventure redefined



The natural soothing properties of peppermint and aniseed combined with chamomile’s 
calming touch bring comfort after every meal. 

Caffeine-free.

This naturally-caffeinated Vanilla Chai flavoured Yerba Mate  blend is designed to engage 
your senses making it the perfect addition to study sessions and hectic work days.

Ribwort, licorice root and fennel join forces to create this soothingly harmonious herbal 
experience. 

Caffeine-free. 

This carefully crafted ayurvedic blend of herbs and spices is designed to guide your quest 
for harmony and balance. 

Caffeine free.

aftEr-dinnEr

BrEathE

vitality

cOncEntratiOn

Well-Being Gift Box (LOOSE LEAVES)

ARIEL TEA WELL-BEING GIFT BOX - 066166003071
prOduct cOde : AT0602008

Offer to your customers, this beautiful Gift Box made of 100% 
natural herbs, flowers, spices and essences to inspire harmony 
with oneself. 

 whole leaves to ensure optimal infusion.

 stainless steel tea infuser inclued.

 a portion of our proceeds is offered to our exclusive
 humaniterra Foundation which aids both local 
 communities as well as tea and coffee farming 
 communities.

Adventure redefined



Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, 
fragrant drink designed to bring warmth and comfort to your day!

masala chai

A real fruit infusion, this combination of dried elderberries, raspberries and wild mountain berries 
produces a fresh, delicate and naturally sweet drink. Delicious served either hot or iced. 

Caffeine free.

BUrsting
BErriEs

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint leaves complements the strong, smoky-
sweet flavour of Chinese gunpowder tea.

mOrOccan
mint

The fresh notes of pure Chinese white tea pair gracefully with vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet 
Bartlett pear flavour.

vanilla and
pEar

Loose Leaves Gift Box

ARIEL LOOSE LEAF TEA GIFT BOX - 066166003057
prOduct cOde : AT0602004

Whether for you or someone special, this ARIEL Tea Gift Box 
is sure to please! Inside you’ll find an assortment of our most 
popular loose leaf teas!

 whole leaves to ensure optimal infusion.

 stainless steel tea infuser inclued.

 a portion of our proceeds is offered to our exclusive
 humaniterra Foundation which aids 
 both local communities as well as tea 
 and coffee farming communities.

Adventure redefined



Adventure redefined

Blooming Tea Collection

watch yOur sales  bloom  with Our cOllectiOn 
Of BlOOming teas

features:

 handy, accessible, impulse purchase format

 Quality hand-rolled teas

 available display allows for perfect in-store
       merchandising and easy customer pick-up

 available glass teapots will help up-sale your customer,
       increase your transactions and over all margins

 a portion of our proceeds goes to the  
 humaniterra Foundation which aids 
 local and foreign non-profit humanitarian 
 organizations.

Our Blooming Teas are not 
only ideal for stimulating 
impulse purchases but 
they also create excitement 
and consumer intrigue 
regarding your gourmet 
tea category. Plus, the wide 
array of flowering teas will 
surely create a recurring 
interest in purchasing
different flowers.



uNITS/PKGFLOWERS DESCRIPTION

Green Tea Collection

Young green tea leaves are binded to a delicate 
amaranth flower and shaped in the form of a 
pearl to create an exquisit tea.

Rare green tea leaves are binded to a beautiful 
orange lily, then woven into a mushroom shaped 
tea ball. Enjoy a slight hint of ginseng as you 
watch it unfurl.

3

3

amaranth pEarl

ginsEng lily

Choose amongst our wide selection of Blooming teas and watch the flower tea unfurl right 
before your eyes as it steeps—pleasing to the eyes and palate! 

White Tea Collection

High-quality white tea leaves are binded to a 
carnation flower to create a smooth, non-bitter 
tea that promotes clear-headedness. 

White tea leaves are binded to chrysanthemum 
and amaranth flowers, then shaped in the form 
of an acorn to create a somewhat smokey flavor.

3

3

carnatiOn

chrysanthEmUm
& amaranth

uNITS/PKGFLOWERS DESCRIPTION

meRcHAndiSeR Ideal to stimulate your impulse purchases!

(3 or 6 compartiments displays available)



Offer yOur discerning specialty tea cOnsumers a Brand
that delivers an adventure with every cup.

features:

 we use the finest teas and flavourings combined 
 with herbs, dry fruits and flowers

 available in exclusive single-origins, unique blends
       and fragrant herbal teas

 Extensive bulk tea program increases your
       credibility as a speciaty tea house

 we donate a portion of our proceeds to our 
 humaniterra Foundation which aids both 
 local and foreign non-profit organizations.

Bulk Loose Leaf Tea Collection

Adventure redefined



Black Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

ASSAM

DARjEELING 
THuRBO

ENGLISH 
BREAkFAST

A high-grown black tea from North India with a clear, sparkling taste and a light aroma, Darjeeling Thurbo is of 
the highest quality grade, FTGFOP, meaning Finest Tippy Golden Flowery Orange Pekoe.

Assam GFOP tea is cultivated on the banks of Brahmapoutre in India. The greenhouse effect created by the 
region’s abundant rain produces teas classified among the best in the world. This tea has character and is rich in 
golden buds.

This English Breakfast blend is a marriage of specially chosen teas from Ceylon and India, using cut leaves for 
a strong and satisfying taste. 

ORANGE PEkOE 
kEPPETIPOLA

Grown at about 1000 meters above sea level, this tea is known for its delicate aroma and great taste.

kEEMuN

kEEMuN 
SuPERIOR

kENYA MILIMA 
ESTATE

LASPANG 
SOuCHONG

NILGIRI

Whole tea leaves, nicely rolled and prepared with much care,  produce a red and sparkling drink, with a slight 
chocolaty flavour and a nice orchid fragrance. 

A high altitude tea from the province of Andhui. Keemun Superior has small, brow-shaped ebony leaves that 
produce a lustrious red liquor. This tea has subtle and slightly smoky aroma. 

Composed of non uniform leaves and golden tips, this tea is considered Kenya’s finest and most elegant.
Can be compared to the finest Assam teas. Produces a bright liquor that is mellow and light in body.

With its full, long, twisted leaves, this classic tea has a strong, round aroma. To absorb a smoky flavour, the leaves 
are kept close to burning Chinese pine wood or cypress during preparation. 

This black tea from southwest India is cultivated at altitudes of 1000 to 2500 meters above sea level. It creates 
a brilliantly refined tea liquor, with a round body.

Our Black tea collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea recipes 
that tea drinkers have become accustomed to and seek.

ORANGE PEkOE 
DIMBuLA

The best Dimbulas, such as this one, are picked during the dry season (January and February).
A black tea made of long twisted leaves; its full-bodied infusion gives a dark and very aromatic drink. 

ORANGE PEkOE 
PETTIAGALLA

A black tea well known for its long, wiry leaves, the Pettiagalla is cultivated at an altitude of approximately 
1000 meters above sea level, in the region of Balangoda. Its infusion is exquisite and very aromatic. 

Pu ERH 
SuPERIOR

Pu Erh is cultivated in Xishuangbanna, fermented twice and aged. Its dark brown infusion offers a flowery, 
sweet aroma and powerful earthy taste. Pu Erh also aids digestion and lowers cholesterol. 

RuSSIAN 
CARAVAN

SzECHwAN

YuNNAN GOLDEN 
PEkOE

Russian Caravan, a specialty of Fujian province, is a blend of slightly smoked Chinese and Keemun black teas. 
With its strong smoky taste, it marries very well with milk. 

Szechwan tea has thin, golden-tipped leaves that produce a dark red liquor. Its almost-sweet bouquet and 
smooth texture give it its distinction.

This exquisite tea is produced in very limited quantity each year and boasts a superb burnished gold liquor. 
A rich, smooth, malty tea, less earthy than most Yunnans, with a firm astringent finish.



Black Tea Collection - flavoured
ARCTIC FIRE

EARL GREY
 CLASSIC

A blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas comes together with earl grey flavour, authentic spicy bergamot oil 
and cornflowers.

This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is enhanced with tropical flavours, cornflower and sunflower petals.  

DROP OF 
HONEY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas bathe in the essence of honey and are topped with chamomile flowers.

kASHMIR 
NIGHTS

LEMON 
GINGER

Chinese and Ceylon black teas entwine with apple, cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger flavours; romantic rose petals 
provide the perfect conclusion to the night.

The bold flavours of Chinese and Ceylon black teas provide the perfect counterpoint to ginger and lemon flavours, 
musky marigold and cactus flower.

LEMON 
SuBLIME

MODEST 
MANGO

MONk’S 
BLEND

MOROCCAN 
MADNESS

PEACHES & 
CREAM

ROYAL FRuIT This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is splashed with strawberry, cherry and backberry flavours, then 
decorated with a touch of dried apple bits and rosehip petals.

Chinese and Ceylon black teas splashed with lemon and lime essences and stirred in with crispy lemon bits and 
orange zest for a fresh citrus blend that’s simply sublime!

The bold touch of Chinese and Ceylon black teas blends beautifully with our tropical mango flavor and crispy 
mango bits.

A blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas splashed with delicious notes of vanilla, jasmine and bergamot along 
with an added touch of mallow flower and sunflower petals. 

This blend of Chinese and Ceylon black teas is complemented by spearmint flavour and leaves. 

Chinese and Ceylon black teas enjoy a smooth hint of cream, swirled in with delicious peach flavour and an added 
touch of rose and chamomile petals.

STRAwBERRY 
FIELDS 

Summery strawberry essence contrasts beautifully with bold Chinese and Ceylon black teas, strawberry bits 
and rose petals.

SwEET 
SPICY CHAI

VANILLA 
BEAN

VANILLA 
NuT

wILD 
CHERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas mixed in with chai spices, then sprinkled with safflower petals.

Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the bold notes of Chinese and Ceylon black teas and are 
accompanied by a bouquet of chrysanthemum and candied violets.

Chinese and Ceylon black teas combined with vanilla and macadamia nut flavours and an added touch of 
almond bits to create this tea’s memorable taste!

The bold flavours of Chinese and Ceylon black teas are flavoured with sweet, tart cherry essence, then topped 
with mountain berries and pomegranate petals to create a deliciously scented finish.  

wILD 
RASPBERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas come together with raspberry fruit mix and hibiscus petals to create this blend’s 
intense flavour.

APPLE 
CRANBERRY

Chinese and Ceylon black teas blended with cranberry and apple flavours, apple bits, mountain berries and 
cactus flower.  



Green Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

ASSAM FATICHERA 
DECAF.

BANCHA 
(jAPANESE)

CHuN MEE

DRAGONwELL 
LuNG CHING

GENMAICHA

GuNPOwDER 
TEMPLE OF HEAVEN

GYOkuRO 
ASAHI

HOjICHA

jASMINE
FLOwERS

jASMINE 
PEARLS

kOkEICHA

kukICHA

MAGNOLIA

Chun Mee is a classic tea, named after its eyebrow shaped leaves. Its infusion provides a very mild and pleasant 
taste.

During the abundant and irregular rain season, a green house effect created in the atmosphere produces some 
of the world’s best teas. Cultivated on the banks of Brahmapoutre, this Assam has a lot of character! 

Originating from ancient Japan, Bancha is low in caffeine and has a rich catechin content which is said to be 
effective in reducing body fat. Its flavour is fresh and light.

Green Japanese Bancha leaves, mixed with Genmai hulled rice kernels and corn, produce a slightly salty, light-
brown colored tea.

This rare golden-green Chinese tea is cultivated in the province of Zhejiang in a village called Dragon’s Well. 
Its mild and well-maintained aroma makes the Lung Ching a very popular tea. 

This superior-quality Chinese green tea with a distinct texture is found in Pingshui and neighbouring cities. 
Its leaves are rolled in the shape of small pellets, which once infused, offer a sharp and refreshing taste.

Gyokuro - Dew of jewels - is the most precious and refined tea Japan has to offer. When Gyokuro leaves are 
picked, once a year, only the most tender ones are kept. The infusion is soft and subtly scented.

Hojicha is composed of roasted Japanese Bancha leaves that are steamed, dried with hot air and rolled. Its 
liquor is brownish in color, with caramel and woody notes. It is also low in caffeine.

Jasmine flowers are picked and kept in a cool place. Tea leaves are then placed nearby for 4 hours to absorb 
the flowers’ aroma in order to create a delicate, well-balanced taste. 

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled with fine jasmine buds create an exquisite taste. 
Watch the pearls unfurl as you steep them—pleasing to the eyes, nose and palate!

Its tea leaves are steamed and ground between two granite wheels. Water is added to the resulting powder and 
the mixture is then dried into pine needle-like form. Kokeicha offers a soft, slightly bitter and aromatic taste. 

Solely picked during the spring season, the soft stems from the tea shoot are very rich in amino acids. 
The infusion is of a vivid jade colour with a smooth texture and fresh spring flavour.

Ever since the Ming dynasty, tea cultivators have been scenting their green tea leaves by layering magnolia leaves 
between them. This method allows the tea to take on a magnolia aroma and also adds subtle floral flavour notes.

Our green tea collection responds to the consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being 
through natural products.

MAO FENG
This tea is picked very young, at the stage of only a bud and a single unfolding leaf. It produces a very clear drink, 
with a sweet and slightly bitter taste.

MISTY GREEN

MATCHA #40 This Matcha # 40 is often used to season foods. Cultivated in the Nishio-Aichi prefecture, its leaves are finely 
chopped and reduced to a powder with the help of a stone grinder.

Misty Green tea grows 800 meters above sea level in the Zhe Jiang Province. This high altitude produces ideal weather 
conditions such as long periods of fog and plenty of sunshine. Fresh and brisk aroma.

BANCHA 
(CHINESE)

This Bancha originates from China and is known to have low caffeine content and be rich in catechin content.  
Slightly more astrigent than the Japanese version.



SENCHA 
ASAMuSHI NO.20

SENCHA 
ASAMuSHI NO.40

CHINESE SENCHA 
(PANFIRE)

YuNNAN 
PREMIuM

This Sencha evokes the rows of cherry blossom trees that colour Japan’s four seasons. The young tea buds, carefully 
picked from June to July in the deep mountainous area of Shizuoka, create a beautifully balanced bittersweet tea.

This tea is carefully picked in a mountainous area at the mouth of the Abe River in Japan’s Shizuoka Prefecture. 
Its aroma is sweet and its texture, fresh. This Asamushi complements every meal!

This Chinese green tea is cooked in a saucepan immediately after the harvest, to stop its leaves from oxidizing 
as well as to produce its classic taste.

This tea’s plantation is situated approximately 2000 meters above sea level in Siamo, Yunnan. This is why its 
leaves grow very slowly. Its light yellow-green infusion gives out a very pronounced fragrance.

Green Tea Collection - flavoured

apricOt 
plEasUrE

arctic firE

BlUEBErry, pOmE-
granatE & viOlEts

chinEsE chErry 
gardEn

classic 
Earl grEy

Chinese Sencha tea is blended with delicious apricot flavour, then combined with sunflower petals, 
chrysanthemum flowers and dried mango bits.

Chinese Sencha green tea is enhanced with tropical flavours, cornflower and sunflower petals.  

Mild chinese Sencha green tea gets a fruity kick with blueberry and pomegranate essences, layered with the 
richness of whole blueberries and candied violets.

The fresh flavour of chinese Sencha green tea and sweet, tart cherry essence, sprinkled with mountain berries 
and pomegranate petals for a taste of spring!

Smooth chinese Sencha green tea comes together with authentic spicy bergamot oil and is amplified by 
cornflowers.

lady in BlUE 
(chinEsE)

Chinese Sencha green tea is blended with grapefruit and avocado flavours, then sprinkled with pomegranate 
and sunflower petals.

Green Tea Collection - Origins and Blends

lEmOn 
gingEr
lEmOn 
sUBlimE

mOrOccan 
madnEss

pEppErmint

straWBErry 
fiElds 

vanilla 
BEan

ZEsty 
OrangE

Gentle chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect counterpoint to the zing of ginger and lemon.

Chinese Sencha green tea splashed with lemon and lime essences and stirred in with crispy lemon bits and 
orange zest for a fresh citrus blend that’s simply sublime!

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet 
flavour of chinese Gunpowder tea.

This chinese Sencha green tea is complemented by rich peppermint flavour and fresh peppermint leaves. 

Summery strawberry essence harmonizes with mellow chinese Sencha green tea, strawberry bits and rose 
petals.

Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the chinese Sencha green tea along with chrysanthemum.

Chinese Sencha green tea paired with orange flavour and zest along with lemon balm leaves to create this 
teas delicious tangy taste!

almOnd 
crUmBlE

Chinese Sencha combined with sweet almond essence and almond bits create a sublime cup of tea. 



White Tea Collection - Origin

PAI Mu TAN Pai Mu Tan is a rare white tea made of very fine, silky leaves mixed with small buds. The tea leaves are 
first steamed and then dried. It produces a fresh and very mild infusion. 

White Tea Collection - flavoured
VANILLA 

BEAN
A beautiful bouquet! Chopped vanilla beans bring a sweet touch to the delicate floral notes of Pai Mu Tan 
white tea, along with rose petals and chrysanthemum.

Our White tea collection offers  the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle tastes of 
fruits and flower petals.

Oolong Tea Collection - Origins

Our Oolong tea collection is ideal for your consumers seeking a healthy alternative while still 
enjoying the taste and effects of tea.

TIE kuAN YIN

GINSENG

SHuI HSIEN

MILkY OOLONG

This Oolong tea is produced in the Province of Fujian, on the coast of the Anxi County in China. Its lightly cooked 
leaves emit a rich, floral fragrance. Its liquor is clear and smooth and its aroma is reminiscent of fresh orchids.

This Taiwanese tea produces a sweet and milky aroma. Its characteristics come from sudden climatic 
changes in the region where it’s grown. In spite of its name, it contains no dairy products. 

The Shui Hsien leaves are exposed to intense oxidation and roasted for long periods of time. This process pro-
duces a strong-flavoured tea with a light, honey aftertaste. It is traditionally cultivated on Mount Wu Yi in Fujian.

It’s believed that Ginseng has rejuvenating powers and provides stimulation to the entire body. Its root is 
known to help counter inflammation, fever and fatigue. Delicious when sweetened with a little honey.



Spa Collection - Origins

ROOIBOS 
(GREEN)

HONEYBuSH

CHAMOMILE 
FLOwERS

YERBA MATE

ROOIBOS (RED)
This caffeine-free, South African red herbal tea is from the Aspalathus Lionaris plant. Its red liquor resembles 
tea, and is rich in vitamin C and antioxidants.

Chamomile is one of the most widely used herbs for its calming properties. It is an anti-inflammatory that 
encourages digestion and boosts the immune system. Its taste is sweet and herbaceous.

Indigenous to the cape of South Africa, Honeybush is used to make medicinal tea and as a substitute for regular 
tea. It has a pleasant, mildly sweet taste and honey-like aroma. It is also naturally caffeine free.

Contrary to the popular red Rooibos, this green Rooibos is un-oxidized thus boosting the levels of antioxidants.  
This naturally non-caffeinated shrub is solely cultivated in the region of Cederberg.

This rich in vitamin C, South American herbal tea, was once used by the Incas for virtues that stimulated physical 
and intellectual health. It also provided them with a quenching and bitter drink.

Our innovative wellness Spa collection uses the select herbal, fruit and spices to create a 
collection of naturally sweetened caffeine-free, no calories beverages.

Spa Collection - flavoured
cariBBEan 

drEams

fOUr 
frUits

rUBy rEd

straWBErry 
mElOn 

Rooibos herbal tea dallies with our tropical flavours, while safflower and dried carrot pieces brighten the day 
and crispy lemon and passionfruit add a burst of sweetness and sun.

Sweet and earthy Honeybush takes up with our four-fruit flavour blend and invites whole blueberries, 
strawberry pieces and mountain berries to come join the fun.

Honeybush herbal tea enjoys a sweet moment with the essence of strawberry; cranberry and pomegranate 
add a tart twist, topped with dried strawberry.

Honeybush herbal tea blends happily with the sweet essences of honeydew and strawberry to create this 
summery splash.

granny’s 
gardEn

mangO flip

sUmmEr 
BrEEZE

A real fruit infusion, this combination of strawberries and rhubarb produces a naturally sweet drink that 
releases an aroma reminiscent of granny’s garden.

This mango infusion produces a juicy, tropical and naturally sweet drink.

A real fruit infusion, this combination of raspberries and cherries produces a fresh, aromatic and naturally 
sweet drink.



Well-Being Herbal Tea Collection
this 100 % natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and essenc-
es is designed to inspire harmony with oneself. 

This naturally-caffeinated Vanilla Chai flavoured Yerba Mate blend is designed to engage your senses 
making it the perfect addition to study sessions and hectic work days.

Chamomile’s soothing properties combined with subtle peach & vanilla aromas will guide your relaxation 
of the mind, body and soul. Caffeine-free.sErEnity

cOncEntratiOn

Fruit Blend Collection
Our flavourful fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers chosen with care. 
Naturally caffeine free, these blends produces delicious infusions, hot or iced.

A real fruit infusion, this raspberry and peach swirl will make your taste buds sing! Delicious served etiher 
hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

A real fruit infusion, this classic vanilla and strawberry flavour combination is designed to bring comfort to 
your day. Delicious served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

raspBErry pEach

vanilla straWBErry



FLOWERS DESCRIPTION

Blooming - Green Tea Collection

Young green tea leaves are binded to a delicate amaranth 
flower and shaped in the form of a pearl to create an exquisit 
tea.

Rare green tea leaves are binded to a beautiful orange lily, then 
woven into a mushroom shaped tea ball. Enjoy a slight hint of 
ginseng as you watch it unfurl.

amaranth pEarl

ginsEng lily

Blooming - White Tea Collection

High-quality white tea leaves are binded to a carnation flower 
to create a smooth, non-bitter tea that promotes clear-
headedness. 

White tea leaves are binded to chrysanthemum and amaranth 
flowers, then shaped in the form of an acorn to create a 
somewhat smokey flavor.

Young white tea buds are binded to a crown of jasmine and 
amaranth flowers to create a slightly sweet infusion.

carnatiOn

chrysanthEmUm
& amaranth

jasminE & amaranth

FLOWERS DESCRIPTION



pyramid tea Bags - hri

features:
 available in exclusive single-origins, unique flavor blends
       and fragrant herbal teas

 Our biodegradable and compostable pyramid-shaped tea bags 
 are created for optimum infusion

 available Formats:
 - 60 loose tea bags
 - 20 individually wrapped tea Bags

 a portion of our proceeds goes to the humaniterra 
 Foundation which aids both local and foreign communities

finish yOur custOmer’s dining eXperience On a
high nOte with a tea Brand that speaKs fOr itself



darjEEling 
thUrBO

OrangE pEkOE 
dimBUla

A high-grown black tea from North India with a clear, 
sparkling taste and a light aroma.

Picked during the dry season (January and February) this 
tea consists of long twisted leaves and provides a dark, 
aromatic and full-bodied infusion.

1803 Earl grEy A secret blend of teas combined with Italian bergamot oil 
and deliciously crisp citrus and spice notes.

masala chai Carefully selected black teas provide the perfect backdrop 
for our spicy chai mix, creating a rich, fragrant drink.

English 
BrEakfast

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



This classic English Breakfast is a blend of specially chosen 
teas from Ceylon, India and China, brought together to 
deliver a full-bodied and satisfying taste.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





Our Black tea collection uses the finest black teas available to create the classic tea recipes that tea 
drinkers have become accustomed to and seek.

jasminE
pEarls

chinEsE sEncha

lEmOn
citrUs

mOrOccan
mint

100% japanEsE
sEncha 

Our green tea collection responds to the consumer’s desire for enhanced well-being through natural 
products.

These superior-quality Chinese green tea leaves rolled 
with fine jasmine buds create an exquisite taste. Watch 
the pearls unfurl as you steep them.

This Chinese green tea is cooked in a saucepan 
immediately after the harvest, to stop its leaves from 
oxidizing as well as to produce its classic taste.

Gentle Chinese Sencha green tea provides the perfect 
counterpoint to the zing of lemon, heightened with 
the clean citrus taste of lime and crispy lemon bits.

The fresh fragrance of spearmint essence and spearmint 
leaves complements the strong, smoky-sweet flavour of 
Chinese gunpowder tea.

Its young tea buds were carefully picked from June to July 
in the deep mountainous area of Shizuoka, creating a 
beautifully balanced, bittersweet tea.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



Green Tea Collection

Black Tea collection

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS







cinnamOn
gingEr

Ginger, cinnamon and nutmeg add a touch of spice to 
our blend of apple bits, dried herbs and flower petals. 
Caffeine free. 

lavEndEr 
chamOmilE

Chamomile’s soothing properties combine with lavender’s 
rich undertones for a harmonious herbal experience 
enhanced by pure vanilla pieces. Caffeine free.

BUrsting
BErriEs

A real fruit infusion, this combination of dried 
elderberries, raspberries and wild mountain berries 
produces a fresh, delicate and naturally sweet drink. 
Caffeine free.

Our innovative wellness Spa collection uses select herbs, fruit and spices in a range of naturally sweetened 
caffeine-free, no-calorie beverages.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS





   

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

mandarin
OrangE

White Tea Collection

vanilla and
pEar

Our White tea collection offers the perfect match of gentle tea leaves with subtle tastes of fruits and 
flower petals.

Zesty mandarin orange adds a burst of flavour to the 
clean, airy taste of pure Chinese white tea for a fresh, 
sweet and citrusy blend that’s simply sublime! 

The fresh notes of pure white tea pair gracefully with 
vanilla’s heavenly aroma and sweet Bartlett pear flavour.

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS



Spa Collection (Caffeine-free)

20 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED 
TEA BAGS
60 LOOSE TEA BAGS



The natural soothing properties of peppermint and 
aniseed combined with chamomile’s calming touch bring 
comfort after every meal. Caffeine-free.

Ribwort, licorice root and fennel join forces to create this 
soothingly harmonious herbal experience. Caffeine-free.

This carefully crafted ayurvedic blend of herbs and spices 
is designed to guide your quest for harmony and balance. 
Caffeine free.

AFTER-DINNER

BREATHE

VITALITY

Well-Being Herbal collection
this 100% natural collection made of the very best herbs, flowers, dried fruits, spices and
essences is designed to inspire harmony with oneself.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS



Savour this real fruit infusion’s creamy goodness and
refreshing splash of mixed berries. Delicious served hot
or cold. Caffeine free.

A real fruit infusion, this burst of sweet cherries is
complimented by the richness of almonds and cream.
Delicious served etiher hot or iced.
Caffeine-free.

Bring back wonderful memories of grandma’s homemade
apple pie with this mouthwatering fruit infusion. Delicious
served etiher hot or iced. Caffeine-free.

BERRIES & CREAM
 

CHERRY ALMOND
CREAM

GRANDMA’S PIE

Fruit Blend collection
Our fruit Blends are made of superior quality fruits and dried flowers. Naturally caffeine free, they are 
delicious served hot and iced.

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

60 LOOSE TEA BAGS

Display for your 
tea selection 

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD
Montreal, Canada  H3L 2B4

514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772  
www.terracaf.ca

Individually 
Wrapped Tea Bag

Loose 
Tea Bag



Offer your clients premium quality Hot Chocolates.
There’s an increasing demanding for quality hot chocolates in coffee shops, bistros, tea houses & bulk 
food stores with the emphasis on natural flavour assortments. This premium offer is sure to please!

HOt CHOCOlAtES

 We use the finest organic dutch cocoa and golden cane sugar.

 Our smooth tasting dutch cocoa allows other flavours to be accentuated. 

 Trendy Hot Chocolate flavours options

 Choice of bulk or Pre-dosed individual packets

 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign 
       non-profit humanitarian organizations



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



ROASTED ALMONDS

HEAVENLY CHOCOLATE 
True chocolate lovers will 
certainly enjoy this classic 
rich hot chocolate.

The combination of roasted almonds 
and rich chocolate will conjure images 
of being in the Swiss Alps.

SEA SALT CARAMEL
Sweet caramel and a touch 
of gourmet sea salt are combined in this 
luxurious hot chocolate.

SPIC Y CHAI
The exotic spiciness of Chai com-
bined with the sweetness of choco-
late; perfect on a cold evening. 

VANILLA HA ZELNUT
The perfect blend of the nutty taste of 
hazelnuts with the subtle flavours of 
vanilla topped with chocolate.

RASPBERRY
Savour the sweetness 
of chocolate with a burst 
of raspberry.

BLACK FOREST CAKE
Inspired by authentic Black Forest cake, this hot 
chocolate bursts with flavors of cocoa sponge 
cake, kirsch, whipped cream and cherries.

CINNAMON BUN
This hot chocolate swirl of sweet and spicy 
flavors is reminiscent of the mouth-watering 
taste of freshly baked cinnamon buns.

MOCHA
The richness of a pure Dutch cocoa 
hot chocolate smoothly enhanced 
with the classic, creamy taste of cappuccino.

FROSTED MINT
The fresh taste of peppermint mint leaves 
pairs perfectly with this decadently rich 
and sweet hot chocolate.

HOt CHOCOlAtES

DESCRIPTIONFLAVOUR CERTIFICATION

Available formats:
 Bulk 1 KG  - with or without Milk Powder

 Bulk 25 KG - with or without Milk Powder

 Individual packets of 15gr - without Milk Powder



We use only the finest organic organic Dutch Cocoa available resulting in an unmatched quality 
experience right in your own home.

100 % ORGANiC DUtCH COCOA

 100% Dutch process Organic Cocoa powder

 Available in a bulk 500g format (larger formats available on-demand)

 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign 
       non-profit humanitarian organizations



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



Cafés du monde,
torréfaction artisanale

Enjoy a healthier alternative to refined white sugar with our premium Turbinado process
Organic Golden Cane Sugar.

 100% Organic

 Turbinado process for a healthier alternative to refined sugar

 Light flavour does not alter the taste of the beverage.

 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations.

ORGANiC GOlDEN CANE SUGAR



DESCRIPTION

GOLDEN CANE SUGAR

GOLDEN CANE SUGAR

FORMATS

•   1000 individual packets
•   3000 individual packets

•   1 Kg  (Sold by case of 10)

ORGANiC GOlDEN CANE SUGAR - GRANUlAtED

GOLDEN CANE SUGAR •   25 Kg

Organic Golden Cane Sugar - Granulated - 1 KG

CERTIFICATIONS

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Quebec. H3L 2B4,  514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772

info@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca

Ask us about our HRI packets Ariel® Tea:
SPA collection   -  WHite teAS  -  GReen teAS  - BlAcK teAS  



COCONUt SUGAR

The latest sugar to arrive at Terra Coffee  is harvested from the sap of coconut flowers and surprisingly enough, tastes similar 
to brown sugar with delicious caramel notes. 

Due to being less refined than white sugar, coconut sugar contains more vitamins 
and minerals, including calcium and potassium.

Caracteristics:
 Tastes similar to brown sugar
 Has a lower glycemic index than refined white sugar
 Contains more vitamins and minerals
 Great for baking and/or for sweetening your coffee
 Available in a bulk 25 kg format

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD
Montreal (Quebec) H3L 2B4

1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca



Cafés du monde,
torréfaction artisanale

Enjoy premium quality Turbinado process Golden Cane Icing Sugar.

Our new Golden Cane Icing Sugars are here to offer a better and healthier alternative to the usual 
refined white sugar.

GOlDEN CANE iCiNG SUGAR

 Made from Organic Golden Cane Sugar.

 Turbinado process for a healthier alternative to refined sugar.

 Light flavour does not alter the taste of the beverage.

 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign non-profit humanitarian organizations.



CERTIFICATIONS           PRODUCTS

GOLDEN CANE ICING SUGAR

GOLDEN CANE VANILLA 
ICING SUGAR

DESCRIPTIONS

25 KG

GOlDEN CANE iCiNG SUGAR

25 KG

This 100% Organic Golden Cane Icing Sugar is
made from a natural Turbinado process and 
offers a better alternative to refined white sugar. 
Perfect for dusting, icing and garnishes!

Our vanilla sugar is the ideal ingredient for
cake, pancake, cookie and jam recipes. 
Also perfect for sweetening / flavouring 
coffee and tea.

Ingredients:
- 100% Organic Golden Cane Sugar
- Natural vanilla flavor





World Grown,
Hand Crafted

Features:
 100% Organic Dutch process Cocoa 
 Hot Chocolates made with Organic Golden Cane Sugar
 Trendy Hot Chocolate flavours
 No milk added; allowing the flexibility to suit your clients choice of milk 
       or milk substitute 

hOt chOcOLatES & ORganIc DUtch cOcOa

Inspired by the demand for superior quality hot chocolates and cocoa, we created the 
following collections for consumers to prepare delicious beverages and recipes from 
the comfort of their own homes.



450 g

250 g

250 g

250 g

250 g

250 g

250 g 

15 g

15 g

15 g

15 g

15 g

15 g

FORMATTYPE DESCRIPTION

HOt CHOCOlAtES

SEA SALT CARAMEL Sweet caramel and a touch of gourmet 
sea salt are combined in this luxurious 
hot chocolate.

ROASTED ALMONDS The combination of roasted almonds 
and rich chocolate will conjure images 
of being in the Swiss Alps.

HEAVENLY CHOCOLATE True chocolate lovers will certainly 
enjoy this classic rich hot chocolate 
by a roaring fire.

SPIC Y CHAI The exotic spiciness of Chai combined 
with the sweetness of chocolate; 
perfect on a cold evening.

VANILLA HA ZELNUT The perfect blend of the nutty taste of 
hazelnuts with the subtle flavours of 
vanilla topped with chocolate.

RASPBERRY Savour the sweetness of chocolate 
with a burst of raspberry.



250 g

250 g

250 g 15 g

15 g

15 g

FORMATTYPE DESCRIPTION

BLACK FOREST CAKE
Inspired by authentic Black Forest cake, 
this hot chocolate bursts with flavors 
of cocoa sponge cake, kirsch, whipped 
cream and cherries.

CINNAMON BUN
This hot chocolate swirl of sweet and 
spicy flavors is reminiscent of the 
mouth-watering taste of freshly baked 
cinnamon buns.

MOCHA
The richness of a pure Dutch cocoa hot 
chocolate smoothly enhanced with the 
classic, creamy taste of cappuccino.

250 g 15 g

FROSTED MINT
The fresh taste of peppermint mint 
leaves pairs perfectly with this 
decadently rich and sweet hot chocolate.

12 packets

GOURMET BOX 4 packets HEAVENLY CHOCOLATE 
2 packets CINNAMON BUN
2 packets VANILLA HA ZELNUT
2 packets BLACK FOREST CAKE
2 packets ROASTED ALMONDS

HEAVENLY BOX

12 packets HEAVENLY CHOCOLATE 

EXPLORE BOX

12 packets

12 packets

4 packets HEAVENLY CHOCOLATE 
2 packets MOCHA
2 packets SPIC Y CHAI
2 packets SEA SALT CARAMEL
2 packets FROSTED MINT



Our 100% Dutch-processed organic cocoa (alkalized) is low in acidity and dissolves easily in liquids. 
It offers a pure, rich taste and is ideal for your favorite recipes.

 Organic Cocoa powder

 100% Dutch process 

 150g Format

100 % ORGANiC DUtCH COCOA



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



ORGANiC GOlDEN CANE SUGAR

Offer clients a healthier alternative to refined white sugar with our premium 
Organic Golden Cane Sugar.    



World Grown,
Hand Crafted

 100% Organic

 Turbinado process for a healthier alternative to refined sugar

 Light flavour does not alter the taste of  beverages

 A portion of our proceeds goes to local and foreign 
       non-profit humanitarian organizations



DESCRIPTION FORMAT MINIMUM

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD.
Montreal, Quebec. H3L 2B4,  514 381 2571, 1 800 268 3772

info@terracaf.ca  ·   www.terracaf.ca



GRANULATED SUGAR

ICING SUGAR

1 kg 

100 packets

454 g 

650 g Case of 6

Case of 10

Unit

Unit

VANILLA ICING SUGAR
Unit300 g 

ORGANiC GOlDEN CANE SUGAR



COCONUt SUGAR

The latest sugar to arrive at Terra Coffee  is harvested from the sap of coconut flowers and surprisingly enough, tastes similar 
to brown sugar with delicious caramel notes. 

Due to being less refined than white sugar, coconut sugar contains more vitamins 
and minerals, including calcium and potassium.

Caracteristics:
 Tastes similar to brown sugar
 Has a lower glycemic index than refined white sugar
 Contains more vitamins and minerals
 Great for baking and/or for sweetening your coffee
 454 g / 16 oz    Sold by case of 9 units
 100 g / 3,16 oz    Sold by case of 12 units

TERRA COFFEE AND TEA LTD
Montreal (Quebec) H3L 2B4

1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca



CANDIES
Japanese MATCHA 
These candies are made with 100% pure Japanese Matcha tea powder

to deliver a rich, authentic green tea flavor in every treat.

New Arrival!

Features:
    Hard candy
    Unique green tea taste (umami)
    Individually wrapped
   100g Format / 3 units minimum



CuPS

CANISTERS

FROTHING JuGS

BARISTA TOOLS

FILTERS 

ESPRESSO MACHINES

COFFEE MAKERS

GRINDERS

cOFFEE accESSORIES
Offer your clients a complete selection of high quality 

coffee accessories, tools & equipment. 

categories:



World Grown,
Hand Crafted



cOFFEE accESSORIES

ONECuP  cOFFEE FILtER 

Onecup is the world’s first compostable filter for the infusion of a fresh cup of coffee. they are made from from 
100% natural fiber, fsc® certified compostable naturfine® paper and are tear-resistant.
made without glue.

FINuM  100 cOnE-ShaPED PaPER cOFFEE FILtERS # 4

these cone-shaped paper coffee filters are made of biodegradable cellulose certified fsc® (fOrest system 

certificatiOn). no glue or any kind of binding agent added.

INCLuDES A CARDBOARD DISPLAY WHEN PuRCHASED BY PACK OF 10 uNITS.

FINuM  PERManEnt cOFFEE FILtER # 4

this permanent filter is perfectly matched to all popular coffee machines with the size 4 coned filter format. 
cleaning is done under running water or in the dishwasher. thanks to the robust material, the filter is extremely 
durable. the perfect alternative to paper coffee filters! made of micro-fine stainless steel mesh flavorless, 
Bpa-free material.

FINuM  PERManEnt cOFFEE/tEa FILtER WIth LID 

this permanent finum® coffee / tea filter is made of stainless steel mesh and a heat resistant plastic frame 
offering optimal coffee or tea flavour extractions. dishwasher safe.

AvAILABLE BY uNIT OR BY CASE OF 18 uNITS

REuSABLE cOFFEE caPSULE (3 PacK)

this ecological reusable accessory associated with less waste, can now give you the great taste you love and 
piece of mind. compatible with most original Keurig K-cup Brewing systems. coffee grind to select: coarse.
Includes a bonus coffee spoon!

FORMat: SuPPORT +PACK OF 60 FILTERS      PRODUct cODE: AC0201007

FORMat: Pack of 100 filters  (NO.4)     PRODUct cODE: AC0201005

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0201008

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0224002

FORMat: Pack of 60 FilterS     PRODUct cODE: AC0201006

FORMat: Pack of 100 filters  (NO.2)     PRODUct cODE: AC0201004

 FORMat: Pack of 3      PRODUct cODE: AC0521002



cOFFEE accESSORIES

SWAN POUR-OvER cOFFEE MaKER

no purchase of paper filters required with this swan coffee maker thanks to its stainless steel micro-mesh filter. 
plus, the swan allows you to achieve the purest, most delicious coffee taste

SWAN POUR-OvER FILtER 

no purchase of paper filters required thanks to this stainless steel micro-mesh filter. you’ll achieve the purest, 
most delicious coffee taste. simply place the swan over a cup, add the coffee and gently pour water over the 
grinds.

TERRA POUR-OvER cOFFEE MaKER 1-2 cUP (400ML)

Our very own terra pour-Over coffee maker is ecological and economical! no purchase of paper filters 
required thanks to its permanent laser perforation stainless steel filter.  coffee at its best! 
dishwasher safe.

thERMaL FREnch PRESS cOFFEE/tEa MaKER (CHROME)

this chrome 1l thermal french press comes with two filters. One for coffee, the other for tea. 
its thermal wrap also ensures you maintain the right temperature of the water while extracting the very best 
from your coffee and/or tea.

thERMaL FREnch PRESS cOFFEE/tEa MaKER (BLACK)

this black 1l thermal french press comes with two filters. One for coffee, the other for tea. 
its thermal wrap also ensures you maintain the right temperature of the water while extracting the very best 
from your coffee and/or tea.

FORMat: 240ml      PRODUct cODE: AC0118001

FORMat: 480ml     PRODUct cODE: AC0118002

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AC0208001

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AC0118003

FORMat: 1000 ml   PRODUct cODE: AC0112001

FORMat: 1000 ml   PRODUct cODE: AC0112002



cOFFEE accESSORIES

BELLMAN StOvE tOP MILK FROthER cX-25S

this wonderful gadget allows you to froth milk for hot chocolates, lattes and cappuccinos. works on induction, 
gas and electric cook tops. its steam pressure performance is outstanding!

BELLMAN StOvE tOP ESPRESSO MaKER & MILK FROthER cX-25

this unique espresso-cappuccino coffee maker is built with heavy 18/8 stainless steel, safety valve and heat 
resistant bakelite. works on induction, gas and electric cook tops. espresso is prepared by forcing hot water 
through coffee grounds under pressure, extracting all of the coffee’s pure flavour and aroma. Once the coffee 
is extracted the remaining water produces steam to froth milk.

BELLMAN ESPRESSO cOFFEE MaKER WIth gaUgE cX-25P

this non-electric espresso/cappuccino maker can produce 3, 6 or 9 cups. works on induction, gas and electric 
cook tops. comes with an attached pressure gauge so you can obtain the exact bars of pressure to make your 
perfect cup. made with 18/8 stainless steel construction. cool-to-the-touch bakelite handles.

FREDDI StOvE tOP cOFFEE MaKER

exclusive and elegant design.  made with a strong aluminum, this espresso stove-top coffee maker produces 
up to 6 espressos at a time.
 

GOLD-PLATED BaLancIng SYPhOn cOFFEE MaKER 4 CuP

a collection piece! coffee from a balancing syphon is best described as “crystal clear”; with the best quality and 
taste. no paper filters to take away the aromatic oils that give coffees their unique taste. Boiling water is pushed 
through the pipe and by the time it reaches the grounds, it has cooled a few degrees. the coffee and water 
meet at the perfect temperature to extract the oils and flavours. this gold-plated system will produce the finest 
coffees or teas you have ever tasted. 

FORMat: unit    PRODUct cODE: AC0001001

FORMat: unit    PRODUct cODE: AC0101001

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AC0101003

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AC0102001

FORMat: unit               PRODUct cODE: AC0113001 (GOLD) - AC0113001 (SILvER)



cOFFEE accESSORIES
BEAN ME uP  ManUaL gRInDIng MILL 
winner of the gOOd design™ award, the Bean me up™ grinder features 2 interchangeable ceramic conical 
burrs for fast and easy manual grinding. adjustable manual grind - from coarse to super fine.

easy to use and clean, ergonomic, 3-5 times faster than other manual grinders, ceramic grinder, adjustable 
coarseness from fine (espresso) to coarse (cold brew), uniform grind, patented design.

BEAN ME uP  ManUaL gRInDIng MILL 
winner of the gOOd design™ award, the Bean me up™ grinder features 2 interchangeable ceramic conical 
burrs for fast and easy manual grinding. adjustable manual grind - from coarse to super fine.

easy to use and clean, ergonomic, 3-5 times faster than other manual grinders, ceramic grinder, adjustable 
coarseness from fine (espresso) to coarse (cold brew), uniform grind, patented design.

ZASSENHAuS HAvANNA SERIES tURKISh gRInDER

since 1867 first class material, excellent quality and precise function is what the name
Zassenhaus, the leading manufacturer of manual coffee mills, has stood
for. this beautiful turkish grinder is made of polished brass forged steel and is designed 
to produce the finest grind possible. ideal for turkish mocha or espresso coffee. made in germany. 
dimensiOns (cm): 5.6(Ø) X 18 (h)

ZASSENHAuS WANDMuHLE MURaL ManUaL cOFFEE gRInDER

first class material, excellent quality and precise function is what the
name Zassenhaus, the leading manufacturer of manual coffee mills,
has stood for since 1867. this beautiful old-fashioned wall-mounted
coffee grinder is almost considered a collectible piece! made in germany.
dimensiOns (cm): 18(l) X 16(w) X 40(h)

FORMat: BLACK     PRODUct cODE: AC0602005

FORMat: RED     PRODUct cODE: ‘AC0602004

FORMat: BLACK     PRODUct cODE: AC0602005

FORMat: RED     PRODUct cODE: ‘AC0602004

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0602001

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0602003



cOFFEE accESSORIES

REUSaBLE gLaSS tERRa cUP  - 12 OZ 

reusable 12 oz. mug made of non-porous borosilicate glass with ergonomic, non-spill silicone lid and 100% 

eco-friendly cork sleeve.

Note: Remove cork sleeve before putting in dishwasher

REUSaBLE gLaSS tERRa cUP  - 16 OZ 

reusable 12 oz. mug made of non-porous borosilicate glass with ergonomic, non-spill silicone lid and 100% 

eco-friendly cork sleeve.

Note: Remove cork sleeve before putting in dishwasher

SILIcOnE SLEEvE FOR REUSaBLE tERRa cUP 12/16 OZ

this silicone sleeve is compatible with both 12 oz and 16 oz reusable terra cups and can be used to replace 

the terra cup’s original cork sleeve. the silicone itself is bpa free and dishwasher safe!

SET OF 5 REUSABLE SILICONE STRAWS & CLEANING BRUSH - 066166201514

this set of 5 reusable silicone straws includes a cleaning brush. Bpa free.

FORMat: unit    PRODUct cODE: AC0306004

FORMat: unit    PRODUct cODE: AC0306003

FORMat: unit   SRP: 2.95$ PRODUct cODE: AC0310001

FORMat: Set  SRP: 9.95$ PRODUct cODE: AC0311001



cOFFEE accESSORIES

TERRA PORcELaIn cUP

elegant ceramic espresso and cappuccino cups with saucers and terra logo.

TERRA cOFFEE MUg PORcELaIn cUP 10 OZ

Beautifully glazed, low profile branded mug. this pear-shaped mug matches perfectly with our espresso 
and cappuccino cups. made of high quality porcelaine from poland. 

“CITY SCENE” COLLECTION ESPRESSO PORcELaIn cUPS

with richly colored images of some of southern italy’s most beautiful seaside scenes, this handsome set of six  
“cities of italy” porcelain espresso cups and matching saucers will make any coffee drinker proud. heavyweight, 
thick-walled, high quality porcelain made to withstand chipping and cracking from thermal shocks and keep 
your coffee hot for a long time.

HANDLE-FREE ShaKER

use this shaker to decorate your hot beverages with powdered chocolate and/or cinnamon!

BARISTA FOAM KnIFE

the curved blade is fabulous for holding back foam. stainless steel blade, white plastic handle.
Blade width:1.25in. / 3.2cm
 

FORMat: Espresso (65 ml)    cODE: AC0302009 (white) / AC0302008 (black)

FORMat: Cappuccino (177 ml)             cODE: AC0302007 (white) / AC0302006 (black)

FORMat: unit               PRODUct cODE: AC0302011

FORMat: Set of 6     PRODUct cODE: AC0308001

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0508003

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0514001



cOFFEE accESSORIES

LATTE ART MILK FROthIng JUg - SILvER  - 20 OZ - Fh-h28

this stainless steel pitcher is ideal for performing latte art thanks to its tapered spout. 

HANDLE-FREE MILK FROthIng JUg - BLUE - 10 OZ - Fh-h35

this pitcher is ideal for performing latte art thanks to its tapered spout. its handle free style also allows baristas 
more flexibility when steaming and pouring latte art. lastly, its insulated wrap protects hands from the heat.

HANDLE-FREE MILK FROthIng JUg - YELLOW - 10 OZ - Fh-h35

this pitcher is ideal for performing latte art thanks to its tapered spout. its handle free style also allows baristas 
more flexibility when steaming and pouring latte art. lastly, its insulated wrap protects hands from the heat.

BaSIc MILK FROthIng JUgS

stainless steel milk frothing jug, essential for foaming milk for cappuccinos.

FORMat: unit 20 oz     PRODUct cODE: AC050603

FORMat: unit  10 oz     PRODUct cODE: AC0505007

FORMat: unit  10 oz     PRODUct cODE: AC0505008

FORMat: 12 oz      PRODUct cODE: AC0501001

FORMat: 24 oz    PRODUct cODE: AC0501002



cOFFEE accESSORIES

STAINLESS STEEL cOFFEE SPOOn WIth cLIP

this stainless steel coffee spoon is ideal for measuring the proper dose of coffee per cup and can also be used 
to clip your coffee bag shut.

ACRYLIC cOFFEE SPOOn

these acrylic coffee spoons won’t stain from coffee oils and measure the proper dose of coffee per cup.

HuMANITERRA SILIcOnE cOFFEE SPOOn

this silicone coffee spoon is ideal for measuring the proper dose of coffee per cup!

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AC0507006

FORMat: Clear (short handle)   PRODUct cODE: AC0507001

FORMat: Clear (long handle)     PRODUct cODE: AC0507002

FORMat: unit      PRODUct cODE: AC0507007



accESSOIRES À caFÉ

COFFEE MACHINE

… the ultimate coffee experience

Features :

• Fully Automatic machine
• led luminescent digital touch screen
• ergonomic, sleek and compact design
• wide range of programmable specialty drink options (espresso, 
cappuccino, latte, americano, etc.) 
• adjustable coffee & milk spouts (by height) 
• double boiler for fast brewing and frothing
• Brushed stainless steel body
• very silent operation
• four programmable languages: en, fr, it & es
• heating plate for cups 
• voltage 120v
• 460 mm (l) 240 mm (w) 340 mm (h)

Includes :

• Maintenance kit
  (liquid cleaner & d escaling powder)

• Direct Water Connection apparatus

 

accessoires vendus séparément :

• thermal milk container 
  (Code: P25S7-2MILKCONTAINER)
• Base forr gamea lux (code: p25s7-2Base)

the new gamea lux One touch superautomatic coffee machine is in a class of its own. 
compact, elegant and durable, the lux is characterized by its versatility and multiple functions. 

program your favorite specialty beverages in the comfort of your own home!

cOFFEE accESSORIES

PRODUct cODE: AC0115010



 

Functions:
• Stand-by mode
• Timer function
• User-friendly LCD touchscreen
• 8 selectable languages
• Automatic milk frother
• Hot water option
• Bypass for pre-ground coff ee
• Self cleaning and descaling
• 3 selectable grind levels
• Selectable coffee quantity
• Selectable coffee strength
• Selectable water hardness level
• Selectable coffee and hot water temperature
• Water and coffee low level warning
• Cup warmer
• Drip tray with level indicator 

Specifications:
• Power : 1350 W
• Voltage: 120V 60Hz
• Dual stainless steel boilers
• 19 bar italian Invensys pump
• Aweco german flowmeter
• Water tank: 2.0 L, removable
• Conical burr grinder
• Hopper capacity: 300 gr
• Pre-ground coffee : 9 gr
• Adjustable coffee spout (max. 92 mm)
• UL approved

these fully automatic espresso-cappuccino machines will help bring the “café” experience into your own home! 

Conical Burr grinder

Cup Warming plate

dual adjustable 
coffee spout / hot water

Drip tray

Water tank

Milk Frother /
Steame wand

Dimensions:
28 cm (w) X 42.6 cm (l) X 36.7 cm (h)
11 po (w) X 16.75 po (l) X 14.5 po (h)

LCD Touchscreen

SILvER (matte)

PRODUct cODE: AC0115007

chaMPagnE (matte)

PRODUct cODE: AC0115009

BLacK (matte)

PRODUct cODE: AC0115003

ESPRESSO-caPPUccInO gaMEa MachInES



accESSOIRES À caFÉ

ESPRESSO MACHINE

… The professional quality of Rancilio in your home. 

characteristics :
• water heater: solid brass boiler of 0,3l
• filter holder: 58mm in solid brass commercial grade
• infuser group: solid Brass
• tank size: 2,0l (removable)
• cup warmer: yes
• steam stem: articulated
• net weight: 14 Kg

technical Information :
• pump: vibratory 15 bars
• Body: Black painted steel and Brushed stainless steel
• dimension: (w x h x d): 9.2 x 13.4 x 11.4 in
• power supply: 110v 60hz (950 - 1000 w)

Available in 3 colours : stainless steel, Black and white

the rancilio silvia semi-automatic espresso machine is a go-to choice for home espresso. the pleasure of a perfect professional 
espresso is at your fingertips any time of the day. influenced by modern design, silvia is perfect for any décor and offers abso-
lutely professional levels of performance and reliability. you no longer have to choose between style and functionality or design 
and performance. experience the pleasure of a perfect professional espresso. in addition, its small frame fits well on most kitchen 
countertops. 

invite the rancilio brewing technology into your home: ergonomic portafilter, insulated boiler, stainless steel steam wand and 
steam knob, cup tray and brass brewing unit.

professional feeling for cappuccino, macchiato and more, with luscious foam and creamy steamed milk.

enjoy the modern look and high quality of the design: ergonomic to use and easy to clean.

cOFFEE MachInE

SILvIA M19

PRODUct cODE: 
E01R311N

PRODUct cODE: 
E01R312N

PRODUct cODE: 
E01R310N



characteristics :
• water heater: solid brass boiler of 0,3l
• filter holder: 58mm in solid brass commercial grade
• infuser group: solid Brass
• tank size: 2,0l (removable)
• cup warmer: yes
• steam stem: articulated
• net weight: 20 Kg

technical Information :
• Body: Black painted steel and Brushed stainless steel
• dimension: (w x h x d): 9.8 x 15.3 x 16.5 in
• power supply: 110v 60hz (950 - 1000 w)

silvia pro is the single group espresso machine with dual boiler technology designed for the home. it offers the performance, 
reliability and thermal stability of rancilio’s professional espresso machines, and carries over the ease of use and iconic design of 
silvia. with two internal pids for temperature control, a digital display and two boilers for independent management of coffee 
preparation and steam delivery, the silvia pro is the ideal solution for the experienced home barista. 

electronic control over water and independent regulation of different temperatures for both coffee extraction and steam 
delivery are easily manageable. two proportional-integral-derivative (pid) controllers – located in the coffee boiler and the new 
steam boiler – keep the heat consistent and stable, offering extremely precise temperature stability, shot after shot. the silvia 
pro’s impressive thermal stability puts it in the top class of domestic espresso machines.

steam like a pro with high powered steam delivery: cappuccino, macchiato and all espresso-based milk beverages can be made 
with ease with luscious foam and creamy steamed milk.

digital display with settings menu, shot timer, temperature indicator, water alert. the power-on timer automatically switch on 
the machine after a preset period of time.

stainless steel body, ergonomic portafilter, insulated boilers, multi-directional stainless steel steam wand, steam knob, brass 
brewing unit, adjustable in height cup tray. rancilio commercial components and brewing technology in just 25 cm.

PRODUct cODE: 
E01R411N

PRODUct cODE: 
E01R410N

accESSOIRES À caFÉ

ESPRESSO MACHINE

… The professional quality of Rancilio in your home. 

cOFFEE MachInE

SILvIA PRO



accESSOIRES À caFÉ

AUTOMATIC COFFEE TAMPER

whether you’re a home barista or working in a busy cafe, you have one thing in common, the number of variables that contribute 
to a great shot of espresso. One of the critical variables in tamping, a seemingly simple action of compacting coffee, can have 
detrimental effects on your coffee if done incorrectly.

cube tamp is compak’s newest automatic tamping machine. it has been designed using the most innovative technological sys-
tems. manufactured entirely by hand, it follows the most demanding quality requirements. Only quality materials that are suitable 
for contact with food were used in its manufacturing process.

cube tamp departs from its predecessors with its rounded edge rectangular shape and compact size. it is the ideal electronic 
automatic coffee press for coffee shops that want to guarantee optimal extraction.

the default tamping force of cube tamp is 20 kg. this can easily be adjusted from 10 to 30 kg by simply pressing the buttons on 
the front panel. you can also change the units from kg to lb through the display screen.

cube tamp includes an induction sensor that automatically detects when a portafilter is inserted. the coffee tamp will then lower 
and exert the desired pressure.

cube tamp has been designed for consistency of pressing in all services. 
its anti-adhesive tamping surface prevents residual grinds from transferring 
to the next tamp. with its user-friendly and functional features, it is the perfect 
tool for any barista or coffee lovers to have in their quest for the perfect cup.

cOFFEE MachInE

cODE PRODUIt: 
E09C400N

cODE PRODUIt: 
E09C410N

characteristics :
• adjustable tamping pressure from 10 to 30 kg ( 22-66 lb.)
• measure unit selection ( Kg/lb.)
• portafilter holder adjustable height to fit all types of portafilter.
• manual cleaning mode
• Oled display with touch pad
• enlightened tamping area

Specifications :
• electrical: 100-120 volts, 60 hertz, 15 amp
• motor output: 65 w
• compactor diameter: 53 - 54 - 58 – 58.3 mm
• height x width x depth: 280 x 165 x 185 mm
• net weight: 6.3 kg



Complete your offer with our wide selection of tea Filters, Infusers, 
Teapots and Matcha accessories. 

FILTERS

INFuSERS

TEAPOTS

BOWLS & WHISK 

tEa accESSORIES

Adventure redefined



tEa accESSORIES

TEA BALL INFuSER haLF MESh haLF MOtIF

this tea ball infuser is made of fine metal mesh on one side and a stainless steel snowflake motif on the other.

TEA BALL INFuSER FULL MESh 65 MM

this tea ball infuser is made of fine metal mesh used to infuse tea leaves.

HALF MESH HALF MOTIF tEa tOng InFUSER

One side mesh and the other side motif. a must-have tool for the loose tea drinker.  stainless steel

FINuM 100 x 1 cUP tEa FILtERS WIth StIcK 

these finum® tea filters are made of chlorine-free biodegradable abaca pulp, cellulose and sealing fiber, 
offering full flavour extractions. includes 100 paper filters & a reusable stick.

AvAILABLE BY uNIT OR BY CASE OF 30 uNITS 

FINuM  PERManEnt cOFFEE/tEa FILtER WIth LID 

this permanent finum® coffee / tea filter is made of stainless steel mesh and a heat resistant plastic frame 
offering optimal coffee or tea flavour extractions. dishwasher safe.

AvAILABLE BY uNIT OR BY CASE OF 18 uNITS 

FORMat: 2-3 cups (65 mm dia.)    PRODUct cODE: AT0202003

FORMat: 2-3 cups (65 mm dia.)    PRODUct cODE: AT0206003

FORMat: 1-2 cups (55 mm dia.)      PRODUct cODE: AT0207002

FORMat: 2-3 cups (65 mm dia.)      PRODUct cODE: AT0207003

FORMat: Pack of 100 filters    PRODUct cODE: AT0227003

FORMat: unit    PRODUct cODE: AT0224002



tEa accESSORIES

TEA CHARM INFuSER - OWL

made of stainless steel mesh this one-cup tea infuser also comes adorned with a Owl charm.

TEA CHARM INFuSER - PIggY

made of stainless steel mesh this one-cup tea infuser also comes adorned with a adorable pig charm.

TEA CHARM INFuSER - FISh

made of stainless steel mesh this one-cup tea infuser also comes adorned with a panda charm.

TEA CHARM INFuSER - KIng KOng

made of stainless steel mesh this one-cup tea infuser also comes adorned with a King Kong charm.

SuN-SHAPED tEa InFUSER

this adorable sun-shaped tea infuser will liven your day. stainless steel.

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0208012

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0208011

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0208004

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0208010

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0217001



tEa accESSORIES

AGATHA’S BESTER  tEa cLEaR WatER FILtER

this water filter clarifies your tea preventing cloudiness and hard water. 100% biodegradeable.

INFuSER -  KanE

this infuser with small holes makes it easy to filter once the tea leaves are brewed.

FORMat: Pack of 30    PRODUct cODE: AT0226001

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0213001



tEa accESSORIES

SIAMESE tEaPOt

this Japanese designed siamese teapot allows for full control over steep time. it is very easy to use and is 

made of heat-resistant and durable “samaduran” glass. also ideal for making instant iced tea!

SAMADOYO S-042 tEaPOt

this elegant glass teapot, designed in Japan, is very easy to use and is made of heat-resistant and durable 

“samaduran” glass. stainless steel lid and infuser.

DuPLEX EASYPOT tEa MaKER

place your favorite tea in the upper deck of the teapot, pour boiling water, cover, wait a few minutes for the in-
fusion and lift the upper deck to let the infused tea filter through into the bottom glass teapot.simple, practical 
and easy to use. the perfect all-in-one teapot for the office! 

vERTICAL TEA MASTER tEaPOt

watch your tea leaves infuse in this contemporary glass teapot. made entirely of superior quality glass and 

stainless steel cover with integrated filter. dishwasher and refrigerator safe.

FORMat: 600 ml      PRODUct cODE: AT0102003

FORMat: 500 ml      PRODUct cODE: AT0101005

FORMat: 200 ml      PRODUct cODE: AT0101004

FORMat: 600 ml       PRODUct cODE: AT0101003



tEa accESSORIES

CAST IRON XIaO (RED) tEaPOt - 300 ML - 71740

enameled cast iron teapots are known to be excellent heat conductors. rustic and rust resistant, they should 
ideally be warmed with boiling water so that the tea infusion can keep its initial temperature longer.

CAST IRON DYSnaStY (gREEn) tEaPOt - 750 ML - 71612

enameled cast iron teapots are known to be excellent heat conductors. rustic and rust resistant, they should 
ideally be warmed with boiling water so that the tea infusion can keep its initial temperature longer.

KICCA tEaPOt - ORangE

this futunashi (no lid) teapot allows you to observe the expansion of your tea leaves during the infusion. 
it also releases all of the wonderful tea aromas, which enhance your brewing experience. its rather large 
handle makes for easy pouring and cleaning.

KICCA tEaPOt - gREEn 

this futunashi (no lid) teapot allows you to observe the expansion of your tea leaves during the infusion. 
it also releases all of the wonderful tea aromas, which enhance your brewing experience. its rather large 
handle makes for easy pouring and cleaning.

HOuJu tEaPOt

hand crafted in Japan, this absolutely elegant teapot is made of clay with a green finish and hand painted 
camellia flowers. truly perfect for any size tea leaves.

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0103005

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0103003

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0105003

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0105004

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0105007



tEa accESSORIES

NOZOMI tEaPOt

hand painted, this traditional teapot is easy to clean and can fit up to 500 ml.

KAIKA tEaPOt

hand painted, this traditional teapot is easy to clean and can fit up to 500 ml.

KOKORO tEaPOt - BLacK 1100 ml

this ceramic teapot with rattan handle easily conserves the warmth of the tea and can also be used as a tea 
kettle.

KOKORO tEaPOt- RED 1100 ml

this ceramic teapot with rattan handle easily conserves the warmth of the tea and can also be used as a tea 
kettle.

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0105013

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0105014

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0105005

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0105006



tEa accESSORIES

OttO Matcha BOWL(L-1752)

hand crafted in Japan, this ceramic matcha bowl’s simplicity perfectly matches the tea’s rich dark green colors. 

TSuMA Matcha BOWL (L-1773)

hand crafted in Japan, this ceramic matcha bowl’s green undertones and floral designs beautifully compliment 
the matcha experience.

MATCHA WhISK

whisk your matcha tea the traditional way! made of bamboo.

chaZUtSU TEA CANISTER IN SAKuRA BARK 

this type of canister was used in the 19th century to conserve tabacco leaves. made of sakura bark, 
its special properties help regularize humidity content within the canister which is ideal for tea conservation.

StaInLESS StEEL hF-MStJ BuLK TEA CANISTER

a beautiful stainless steel tea canister designed to conserve the freshness of your tea leaves. select the format 
that’s best suited for you!

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0106004

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0106005

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE: AT0510001

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0401001

FORMat: 2 kg  8 ¼’’ 8 ¼’’ 11’    PRODUct cODE:  AT0403007

FORMat: 1.5 kg 7 ¼’’ 7 ¼’’ 10’    PRODUct cODE:  AT0403008

FORMat: 1kg 6 ¾ ‘’ 6 ¾ ‘’ 8 ½’’     PRODUct cODE:  AT0403009



tEa accESSORIES

TENSHIN tEa 5 cUP SEt

this set of 5 mino-yaki ceramic cups is handmade in the towns of the gifu prefecture. having now existed for 
about 1300 years, the mino-yaki brand is known for its bold shapes, unrestrained decorating and unique glaze. 
truly ideal for entertaining guests!

BOMBILLA STAINLESS STEEL UMB4 StRaW

this stainless steel Bombilla is a type of straw which contains a filter in the lower end to separate the mate infu-
sion from leaves and stems. use it to drink yerba mate straight from your calabash!  

CALABASH aLPaca LEathER KnIttED UMP1

traditionally used to infuse yerba mate, this fruit grown on a calabash tree must be cleaned otherwise 
the very first mate infusions will be bitter. to clean it, you must fill it with boiling water and let stand 15 min. 
then gently scrape the inner membranes with a spoon under running water (without removing the center 
root), rinse and let dry.  
preparation : fill with 2/3 of dry yerba mate leaves. insert the bombilla ( straw), pour cold water to the top of the 
pile of leaves and wait for the leaves to absorb the water. complete with hot water (70-80 ° c) . do not stir and 
sweeten to taste. Approx. dimensions (cm): 9 X 9 X 10

CALABASH aLPaca LEathER KnIttED UMP2

traditionally used to infuse yerba mate, this fruit grown on a calabash tree must be cleaned otherwise 
the very first mate infusions will be bitter. to clean it, you must fill it with boiling water and let stand 15 min. 
then gently scrape the inner membranes with a spoon under running water (without removing the center 
root), rinse and let dry.  
preparation : fill with 2/3 of dry yerba mate leaves. insert the bombilla ( straw), pour cold water to the top of the 
pile of leaves and wait for the leaves to absorb the water. complete with hot water (70-80 ° c) . do not stir and 
sweeten to taste. Approx. dimensions (cm): 9 X 9 X 10

FORMat: Set of 5   PRODUct cODE: AT0302002

FORMat: unit     PRODUct cODE: AT0506005

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE:  AT0107009

FORMat: unit   PRODUct cODE:  AT0107010



Offering you excellent coffee is only one part of this great adventure.  

Our Baristech division specializes in Equipment Sales & Rentals, Maintenance & Repair as well as Professional Training. The Complete Coffee 
Experience.

Sharing our passion and 38 years of experience in the specialty coffee industry, we’ll show you how a product’s excellence can only be 
achieved by respectfully executing each necessary step. We’ll also carefully and transparently guide you through the entire process.

In a nutshell, here’s what Baristech has to offer; 

Equipment, Service & Training. A Division of  Terra Coffee & Tea Ltd

The BesT equipmenT For The BesT CoFFees

Equipment Sales & Rentals
High quality, reliable equipment - always fairly priced  
•	 Coffee	machines		 •	 Roasters
•	 Grinders		 •	 New	&	Used	

Maintenance & Repair 
Competent, honest service - always fairly priced
•	 Preventive	maintenance		 	•	 Temporary	equipment	replacement		
•	 On-site	repairs
Professional Training
A variety of workshops to meet your needs
•	 The	5M	rule	 	•	 Coffee	Knowledge		
•	 Latte	Art	 	•	 Tea	Knowledge		
Tools & Accessories
Products Required To Perfect Your Art
•	 Coffee	Tampers	 •	 Scales		
•	 Milk	Jugs		 •	 Etc.
Event Services
For any occasion :  Corporate events, Seminars, Exhibitions, Etc.
•	 Lease	the	skills	of	a	highly	trained	Barista	to	meet	the	needs	of	your	special	event

Contact us for more information: 
514-381-2571	or	1-800-268-3772

sac@terracaf.ca



MACHINE ESPRESSO SYNCHRO T2
ESPRESSO MACHINE SYNCHRO T2
La machine à espresso SYNCHRO T2 est une machine à espresso commerciale à échangeur de chaleur con-
çue et fabriquée à la main par Royal coffee machines en Italie. Elle est équipée d’une chaudière commerciale 
en cuivre de 14,0 litres, d’une pompe rotative commerciale, de deux têtes de groupe commerciales équilibrées 
thermiquement et d’un contrôle volumétrique de la dose. Avec la possibilité de préparer 4 espressos, de monter 
à la vapeur 2 pichets de lait et de distribuer de l’eau chaude simultanément, la SYNCHRO T2 est idéale pour un 
grand bistro ou café, une cafétéria ou même un restaurant très achalandé.

The SYNCHRO T2 espresso machine is a commercial heat exchanger espresso machine designed and hand built by 
Royal coffee machines in Italy. It has a commercial 14.0 litre copper boiler, commercial rotary pump, two thermally 
balanced commercial group heads and electronic shot control. With the ability to make 4 espressos, steam 2 jugs of 
milk and dispense hot water at the same time, the SYNCHRO T2 group is ideal for a large coffee shop, busy cafeteria 
or restaurant.

MODÈLE MODEL SYNCHRO T2 

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 807x602x586 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 70 kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 30 (Lt/h.)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110/230/240/400V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 3.5 kw

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca

R-ST2

Technica
Vittorio

Aviator



MACHINE ESPRESSO VAllEluNgA V2
ESPRESSO MACHINE VAllEluNgA V2
La machine à espresso VaLLeLunga V2 est une machine à espresso commerciale à échangeur de chaleur 
conçue et fabriquée à la main par Royal coffee machines en Italie. elle est équipée d’une chaudière commerciale 
en cuivre, dotée de quatre boutons d’écoulement entièrement programmables par tête de groupe, d’une option 
manuelle, d’un éclairage LeD à côté des têtes de groupe pour donner aux baristas une vue claire de leur espace 
de travail. La Vallelunga est certaine de devenir le partenaire travaillant dur et générant des revenus que vous 
recherchez. elle est idéale pour un grand bistro ou café, une cafétéria ou même un restaurant très achalandé.

The VAllEluNgA V2 espresso machine is a commercial heat exchanger espresso machine designed and hand built 
by Royal coffee machines in Italy. It has a commercial copper boiler, featuring four fully programmable shot pour 
buttons per group head, a manual option, lED lighting next to the group heads to give baristas a clear view of their 
workspace. The Vallelunga is ideal for a large coffee shop, busy cafeteria or restaurant.

MODÈLE MODEL VALLELUNGA V2

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 783 x 607 x 521 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 70 kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 11.4 (Lt)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110/230/240/400V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 3.5 kw

R-VV2

Vittorio

Technica 

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca



MACHINE ESPRESSO GALILEO
GALILEO ESPRESSO MACHINE
Construit à la main dans l’atelier italien de BFC, le Galileo a été conçu et fabriqué pour être aussi pratique que 
possible, sans jamais compromettre la qualité que les gens attendent de l’entreprise familiale.Le BFC Galileo 
est doté d’un nouveau système innovant qui gère en permanence les niveaux de température et de pression pour 
s’assurer qu’ils restent à un niveau constant et optimisé, garantissant ainsi une stabilité thermique totale. Couplé à 
une chaudière en cuivre de haute qualité et à leur système de plomberie de marque, le Galileo est extrêmement 
économe en énergie et peut permettre à l’opérateur de faire des économies sur les coûts énergétiques.Dotée d’une 
technologie de pointe, d’une isolation éprouvée, d’une convivialité et d’un design résolument moderne, cette ma-
chine à café est à la hauteur du nom de Galileo, maître dans de nombreuses disciplines.

Hand-built in BFC’s Italian workshop, the Galileo has been designed and crafted to be as practical as possible whilst 
never compromising on the quality that people have come to expect from the family firm.The BFC Galileo features 
an innovative new system that continuously manages temperature and pressure levels to ensure that they remain at 
a constant and optimised mark, ensuring complete thermal stability. Coupled with a high quality copper boiler and 
their trademark plumbing system, the Galileo is extremely energy efficient and can allow the operator to make savings 
on energy costs.Packed with cutting edge technology, tried and trusted insulation, user-friendly and a thoroughly 
modern design, this coffee machine lives up to the name of Galileo as a master in many different disciplines.

MODÈLE MODEL GALILEO 

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 943 x 587 x 577 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 75kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 21 Lt

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 240 V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 4 kw

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca

BFC-G3



MACHINE ESPRESSO SILVIA
SILVIA ESPRESSO MACHINE
La Silvia Pro est un modèle compact et stylisé qui offre la performance, la fiabilité et la stabilité thermique 
des machines à espresso de Rancilio, et reprend la facilité d’utilisation et le design iconique de la Silvia. 

Le contrôle électronique de l’eau et la régulation indépendante des différentes températures pour l’extraction du café 
et la distribution de la vapeur sont facilement contrôlables. Deux régulateurs proportionnels-intégraux-dérivés (PID) 
- situés dans la chaudière à café et la nouvelle chaudière à vapeur - maintiennent la chaleur constante et stable, offrant 
une stabilité de température extrêmement précise. Affichage numérique avec menu des paramètres, minuterie  
pour l’extraction, indicateur de température, alerte d’eau. Le minuteur de mise en marche allume automatiquement 
la machine après une période de temps prédéfinie. Corps en acier inoxydable, porte-filtre ergonomique, chaudières 
isolées, baguette vapeur multidirectionnelle en acier inoxydable, bouton vapeur, groupe infuseur en laiton, plateau  
à tasses réglable en hauteur. Choix de couleur disponible: noir et inox.

Silvia Pro offers the performance, reliability and thermal stability of Rancilio’s espresso machines, and carries over the ease 
of use and iconic design of Silvia. 

Electronic control over water and independent regulation of different temperatures for both coffee extraction and steam 
delivery are easily manageable. Two Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers – located in the coffee boiler 
and the new steam boiler – keep the heat consistent and stable, offering extremely precise temperature stability. 
Digital display with settings menu, shot timer, temperature 
indicator, water alert. The power-on timer automatically 
switch on the machine after a preset period of time. Stainless 
steel body, ergonomic portafilter, insulated boilers, 
multi-directional stainless steel steam wand, steam knob, 
brass brewing unit, adjustable in height cup tray. 
Color available: black and inox.

MODÈLE MODEL SILVIA PRO

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 229 x 381 x 406 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 200kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 2 Lt

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110 V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 950-1000 w

RA-ESP

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca



moUlin À cAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
L’appareil dispose d’un système de dosage numérique combiné à un pressoir intégré. L’écran LCD rétro-éclairé 
bleu rend cette machine extrêmement conviviale et donne au barista un contrôle total de toutes ses fonctions. Elle 
combine les avantages des grandes lames de 75 mm avec des options spécifiques de broyage instantané pour ob-
tenir le meilleur des mélanges de café les plus précieux. Une interface tactile qui permet pour augmenter la dose 
d’une simple, double ou triple sans utiliser vos mains pour appuyer sur un bouton. Le MXDZ Xtreme est équipé 
de lames en titane pour une utilisation rapide et une longue durée de vie. Combiné avec le pressoir intégré, la 
préparation de votre café n’aura jamais été aussi rapide. 

The appliance has a digital dosing system combined with an integrated Tamper. 
The blue backlit LCD display makes this machine extremely user friendly and gives 
the barista total control of all its functions. It combines the advantages of large 75mm 
blades with specific instant grinding solutions to get the best from the most precious 
coffee blends. A touch on touch off design to increase the dose from a single to a double 
to a triple dose without using your hands to press any button. The MXDZ Xtreme comes 
with Titanium blades for fast production and long life operation. Combined with 
the integrated coffee tamper, preparing your coffee has never been faster.

MODÈLE MODEL MXDZ Xtreme

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 230 x 370 x 600 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 14.9 Kg

VOLUME VOLUME 1,4 Kg

CAPACITé CAPACITY 4 g/s

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 120 V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 480 W

CARACTéRISTIQUES FEATURES TROIS DOSES PROGRAMMABLES
THREE PROGRAMMABLES DOSES
MOTEUR MOTOR 50-60Hz
SYSTÈME DE MICRO AJUSTEMENT 
STEPLESS ADJUSTMENT SYSTEME

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE
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M-MXDZ-X



moUlin À cAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
L’appareil est doté d’un écran bleu rétro-éclairé à double rangée pour permettre un contrôle simple et total de 
toutes les fonctions. Ce moulin à café doseur a d’excellentes performances et combine les avantages d’un système 
de micro ajustement avec un broyage instantané pour tirer le meilleur des grains. Il permet de répondre à tous les 
besoins en matière de café fraîchement moulu, de l’espresso crémeux le plus fin du café spécialisé au restaurant à 
l’épicerie fine. 

The appliance has a rear-lit blue display with double rows to give simple and total control 

of all the functions. This doser coffee grinder has an excellent performance 
and combines the stepless regulation advantages with specific instant grinding 
solutions to get the best from the most precious blends. It ensures that every freshly 
ground coffee requirement can be met, from the finest creamy espresso to the cafetière, 
from the filter coffee to the connoisseur blend and from the café 
and restaurant environment to the delicatessen.

MODÈLE MODEL MXD

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 230 x 370 x 600 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 11.5 Kg

VOLUME VOLUME 1,4 Kg

CAPACITé CAPACITY 3 g/s

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 120V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 380 W

CARACTéRISTIQUES FEATURES TROIS DOSES PROGRAMMABLES
THREE PROGRAMMABLES DOSES
MOTEUR MOTOR 50-60Hz
SYSTÈME DE MICRO AJUSTEMENT 
STEPLESS ADJUSTMENT SYSTEME

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE
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moUlin À cAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
Les meules en acier de 58 mm de ce moulin sont capables de moudre 2g/s d’espresso de qualité commerciale par 
seconde, de manière uniforme et efficace. Et grâce au mécanisme de dosage programmable, vous pouvez vous 
assurer d’obtenir la quantité parfaite à chaque utilisation. 

This grinder’s 58mm steel flat burrs are capable of delivering 2g/s of commercial-grade espresso grounds per second 

that are uniform and effective. And with the programmable dosing mechanism, you can ensure you get the perfect 

amount of grounds everytime.

MODÈLE MODEL M42D

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 194x308x430 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 7.5 Kg

VOLUME VOLUME 500 g

CAPACITé CAPACITY 2 g/s

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 250V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION

CARACTéRISTIQUES FEATURES TROIS DOSES PROGRAMMABLES
TREE PROGRAMMABLES DOSES
MOTEUR MOTOR 50-60Hz

Division de / division of :  
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moUlin À cAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
Les meules en acier de 50 mm de ce moulin sont capables de moudre 1g/s d’espresso de qualité commerciale par 
seconde, de manière uniforme et efficace. Et grâce au mécanisme de dosage programmable, vous pouvez vous 
assurer d’obtenir la quantité parfaite à chaque utilisation. 

This grinder’s 50mm steel flat burrs are capable of delivering 1g/s of commercial-grade espresso grounds per second 
that are uniform and effective. And with the programmable dosing mechanism, you can ensure you get the perfect 
amount of grounds everytime.

MODÈLE MODEL M2D

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 152x250x382 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 4.8 Kg

VOLUME VOLUME 250 g

CAPACITé CAPACITY 1 g/s

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 150V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION

CARACTéRISTIQUES FEATURES UNE DOSE PROGRAMMABLE
ONE PROGRAMMABLE DOSE
MOTEUR MOTOR 50-60Hz

Division de / division of :  
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PReSSoiR À cAFÉ AUtomAtiQUe
AUTOMATIC COFFEE TAMPER
Le Pressoir Cube Tamp est la toute dernière machine automatique de Compak. Il a été conçu en utilisant les 
technologies les plus innovantes. Fabriqué entièrement à la main, il répond aux exigences de qualité les plus 
strictes. Seuls des matériaux de qualité, adaptés au contact avec les aliments, ont été utilisés dans son processus 
de fabrication. Le Cube Tamp se distingue de ses prédécesseurs par sa forme rectangulaire à bords arrondis et 
sa taille compacte. C’est le pressoir électronique automatique idéal pour ceux qui veulent garantir une extraction 
optimale. La force de pressage peut être facilement ajustée de 10 à 30 kg en appuyant simplement sur les boutons 
du panneau avant. Vous pouvez également changer les unités de kg à lb via l’écran d’affichage. Il est équipé d’un 
capteur à induction qui détecte automatiquement l’insertion d’un porte-filtre. Le presse à café s’abaisse alors et 
exerce la pression souhaitée. Le Pressoir Cube a été conçu pour assurer la constance du pressage dans tous les 
services. Sa surface de pressage anti-adhésive empêche les résidus de mouture de se transférer sur le prochain 
pressage. Choix de couleur disponible: noir et inox.

Cube Tamp is Compak’s newest automatic tamping machine. It has been designed using the most innovative tech-
nological systems. Manufactured entirely by hand, it follows the most demanding quality requirements. Only quality 
materials that are suitable for contact with food were used in its manufacturing process. 
Cube Tamp departs from its predecessors with its rounded edge rectangular 
shape and compact size. It is the ideal electronic automatic coffee press 
for coffee shops that want to guarantee optimal extraction. The tamping 
force can easily be adjusted from 10 to 30 kg by simply pressing the 
buttons on the front panel. You can also change the units from kg to lb 
through the display screen. Cube Tamp includes an induction sensor 
that automatically detects when a portafilter is inserted. The coffee tamp 
will then lower and exert the desired pressure. Cube Tamp has been 
designed for consistency of pressing in all services. Its anti-adhesive 
tamping surface prevents residual grinds from transferring to the next 
tamp. Color available: black and inox.

MODÈLE MODEL CUBE TAMP

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 280 x 165 x 185 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 6.3 Kg

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110-120V

Division de / division of :  
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MOUSSEUR À LAIT AUTOMATIQUE
AUTOMATIC FROTHING MILK MACHINE
Chef-d’œuvre de design industriel, le Caffe Assist surveille le profil et la température du lait pendant 
tout le processus de monter le lait à la vapeur - comme le ferait un barista professionnel. Cette technologie, 
qui permet de maximiser le travail, est paramétré avec l’écran tactile pour assurer un service efficace et cohérent 
qui stimule une fidélisation de vos clients.

A masterpiece of industrial design, the Caffe Assist monitors the milk profile and temperature during the entire 
process of heating, steaming and stretching of the milk – in the same way as an experienced barista. 
This labour-saving technology is programmed by touch screen to ensure an efficient and consistent 
service that allows for increased positive engagement with customers.

MODÈLE MODEL LEGATO

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 180x380x420 mm

POIDS WEIGHT Kg

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110-240V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION

CARACTÉRISTIQUES FEATURES Interface avec écran tactile
User interface touch screen
Auto-nettoyante
Auto purge Self-cleaning
Protection des paramètre 
par mot de passe
Milk profiles are pass-word protected

   VIDEO

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE
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CA-L

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKK9vrdZOAA


MOUSSEUR À LAIT AUTOMATIQUE
AUTOMATIC FROTHING MILK MACHINE
La machine à café Rancilio One-Touch Pure Egro One est dotée d’un écran tactile de 5,7 pouces qui permet 
aux utilisateurs de choisir parmi 48 produits programmables. L’appareil comprend un port USB qui autorise 
l’importation de recettes, ainsi que d’images et de vidéos qui peuvent être diffusées sur l’écran à des fins 
publicitaires. Cette machine à café peut produire jusqu’à 18 litres de café par heure.

The Rancilio One-Touch Pure Egro One coffee machine features a 5.7-inch touch screen that allows users to choose 
from 48 programmable products. The unit includes a USB port that allows you to import recipes, as well as images 
and videos that can play on the screen for advertising purposes. This coffee machine can produce as much as 18 liters 
of coffee per hour.

MODÈLE MODEL Rancilio EGRO ONE Pure 

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 305 x 787 x 584 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 126 lbs

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 208-220V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 6700W

CARACTÉRISTIQUES FEATURES Système de pompe à lait unique
Single milk pump system
Coût d’exploitation le plus bas de toutes les machines 
entièrement automatiques avec lait
Lowest cost of ownership of any fully automatic with milk 
Technologie d’infusion brevetée en acier inoxydable de 
18 grammes 
Stainless steel 18-gram patented brewing technology
Fabriqué en acier inoxydable et en plastique ABS
Made of stainless steel and ABS plastic
Programme de nettoyage quotidien automatique facile 
en 3 étapes
easy 3-step automatic daily cleaning program

Division de / division of :  
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MACHINE À CAFÉ EXTRACTION SIPHON
COFFEE VACCUM MACHINE
La seule machine à café à infusion sous vide illimitée ! La technologie de Coffea® permet d’offrir des produits de 
bien meilleure qualité tout en en engeandrant des réduction de coûts interessantes. L’infusion sous vide illimité 
permet de contrôler avec précision toutes les variables qui contribuent à l’obtention d’un arôme remarquable, d’un 
corps exceptionnel en bouche et des notes les plus subtiles à déguster dans chaque cup de café.

The world’s ONLY Limitless Vacuum Extraction Coffee Brewer! Coffea® Technologies Brewing systems create 
significant cost savings while offering a substantially better product. 
Limitless vacuum technology allows for the precise control of all the variables 
that contribute to brewing remarkable aroma, an exceptional mouthfeel 
and even the most subtle notes to taste are drawn in every cup of coffee.

MODÈLE MODEL Coffea Next22

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 381x569x923 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 75 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME 2 x 5lbs

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY cup/cup 4 - 20oz 

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION

CARACTÉRISTIQUES FEATURES ÉCRANT 10.4 po SCREEN 10.4 in
2 OU 3 CHOIX CAFÉ 
2 OR 3 COFFEE CHOICE 
ÉCRAN DE VEILLE PERSONNALISABLE
CUSTOMISABLE SCREEN SAVER

Division de / division of :  
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MOULIN À CAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
Infuseur à café GRINDMASTER PrecisionBrew® unique pour récipients à gravité thermique de 2,5 L 
(récipients à gravité vendus séparément). L’infuseur à gravité à commande numérique maintient la température 
d’infusion à +/- 1°F pendant tout le cycle d’infusion. La température de brassage, le volume de brassage, la pré-
infusion/le brassage par impulsion définis par l’opérateur et la basse température/l’absence de brassage sont pro-
grammables à partir de l’écran frontal. Infusion pulsée/pré-infusion - Permet à la séquence d’infusion d’extraire 
jusqu’à 20% de solides dissous en plus par lot de café. Programmable : nombre de cycles, durée d’activation et de 
désactivation des cycles. La modification de la séquence d’impulsions n’affecte pas le volume d’infusion.  

GRINDMASTER PrecisionBrew® Coffee Brewer, single brewer for 2.5 L thermal gravity containers (gravity con-
tainers sold separately). Digitally controlled gravity container brewer holds brew temperature to +/- 1°F throughout 
brew cycle. Brew temperature, brew volume, operator defined pre-infusion/pulse brewing, and low temp/no brew are 
programmable from the front display. Pulse brewing/pre-infusion - Allows brew sequence to extract up to 20% more 
dissolved solids per batch of coffee. Programmable: number of pulses, pulse-on time and pulse-off time. Changing the 
pulse sequence does not affect the brew volume. 

MODÈLE MODEL GrinDMastEr B-sGP

DiMEnsiOns ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 210 x 476 x 737 mm

POiDs WEIGHT 35 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME Brews into 2.5 L vacuum-insulated gravity containers 

CaPaCitÉ CAPACITY 1 g/s

VOLtaGE POWER SUPPLY 120-240 V

COnsOMatiOn CONSUMPTION 1800 W- 3500 W

CaraCtÉristiQUEs FEATURES COMManDEs nUMÉriQUEs DIGITAL CONTROLS
MODE VEiLLE POUr ÉCOnOMisEr L’ÉnErGiE
ENERGY SAVING SLEEP MODE
rOBinEt D’EaU CHaUDE HOT WATER TAP
PaniEr à infUsiOn En aCiEr inOxyDaBLE
STAINLESS STEEL bREW bASkET
COnstrUCtiOn En aCiEr inOxyDaBLE, UL, nsf
STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION, UL, NSF
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Infuseur À CAfÉ
COFFEE BREWER
La machine à café Grindmaster PBC-1a air-Heated shuttle® prépare le café et le distribue dans 
un thermos portable et isolé qui peut être déplacée pour contenir et servir le café. elle dispose d’une interface 
numérique avec des commandes à écran tactile, de sorte que les opérateurs peuvent voir leurs options et régler 
l’infusion. La technologie Java-tate de cette machine remue le café et continue de le mélanger pour une saveur 
stable. 

GRINDMASTER PBC-1A Air-Heated Shuttle® coffee brewer brews coffee and dispenses it into a portable, insulated 
shuttle that can be relocated to hold and serve coffee. It has a digital interface with touchscreen controls, so operators 
can see their options and set the brew. This brewer’s Java-tate technology stirs coffee and continues blending it for 
consistent flavor.

MODÈLE MODEL GrinDMastEr PBC-1a

DiMEnsiOns ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 232 x 587 x 765 mm

POiDs WEIGHT 50 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME 12.1 Lts 

CaPaCitÉ CAPACITY 5.7 Lts

VOLtaGE POWER SUPPLY 240 V

COnsOMatiOn CONSUMPTION 7000 W

CaraCtÉristiQUEs FEATURES rÉsErVOir CHaUFFant DE 12.1 LitrEs
3.2-GAL. HEATING TANk
ÉCran taCtiLE  TOUCHSCREEN
VErrOUiLLaGE ÉLECtrOniQUE DU PaniEr
ELECTRONIC bASkET LOCk
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MOULIN À CAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
Le moulin à café Grindmaster 890BS utilise des meules à trancher européennes qui moudent avec précision  
entre plusieurs niveaux et sont réglables avec des commandes manuelles. Ce moulin à café se glisse dans les en-
droits restreints car il ne fait que 7 pouces de large. Son panneau avant et son plateau d’égouttage en acier inoxyd-
able permettent un nettoyage simple après utilisation. Cet appareil s’arrête automatiquement lorsqu’un sac est 
retiré pour éviter que les grains de café ne se répandent sur le comptoir. 

The Grindmaster 890BS coffee grinder uses European slicing burrs that precisely grind between multiple levels and
are adjustable with manual controls. This coffee grinder fits in crowded places because it is only 7 inches wide. Its 
stainless steel front panel and drip tray enable simple cleaning after use. This unit shuts off automatically when a 
bag is removed to prevent coffee beans from spilling on the countertop.

MODÈLE MODEL GrinDMastEr 890Bs

DiMEnsiOns ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 177 x 381 x 711 mm

POiDs WEIGHT 53 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME 3 lbs

CaPaCitÉ CAPACITY 18 g/s

VOLtaGE POWER SUPPLY 120 V

COnsOMatiOn CONSUMPTION 920 W

CaraCtÉristiQUEs FEATURES CsÉLECtiOn DE MOUtUrE GrOssiÈrE à tUrQUE
COARSE TO TURkISH GRIND SELECTION
MOtEUr PUissant Et ÉCOnOME En ÉnErGiE DE 0,5 HP.
POWERFUL, ENERGY-EFFICIENT 0.5 HP MOTOR.
DisjOnCtEUr aVEC BOUtOn DE rÉinitiaLisatiOn ManUELLE.
CIRCUIT bREAkER WITH MANUAL RESET bUTTON.
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MOULIN À CAFÉ
COFFEE GRINDER
Mesurer, distribuer et moudre des grains de café entiers en une seule étape simple avec le moulin à café  
Grindmaster 250RH-2 ! Cette machine fiable est dotée de deux silos amovibles transparents d’une capacité  
de 5 lb et d’un orifice de sortie des grains à fermeture automatique, ce qui vous permet de passer facilement  
d’une variété de café à une autre. De plus, son contrôle de portion entièrement automatique vous permet 
de présélectionner deux quantités de portion entre 1/4 oz. et 18 oz. selon le type de café à moudre ! 
Pour un maximum de commodité, les rails d’infusion universels brevetés fonctionnent avec tous les types 
de paniers d’infusion et une minuterie numérique est intégrée à l’appareil.  

Measure, dispense, and grind whole coffee beans in one simple step with the Grindmaster 250RH-2 coffee grinder! 
This reliable machine features two clear, 5 lb. capacity removable hoppers and an automatically closing bean exit port 
so you can easily switch between coffee varieties. Plus, its fully automatic portion control allows you to pre-select from 
two portion amounts between 1/4 oz. and 18 oz. for each type of coffee being ground! For maximum convenience, 
patented universal brew rails work with all types of brew baskets, and a digital timer is built in to the unit. 

MODÈLE MODEL GrinDMastEr 250rH-2

DiMEnsiOns ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 483 x 406 x 724 mm

POiDs WEIGHT 67 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME 2 x 5,5 lbs

CaPaCitÉ CAPACITY 1 g/s

VOLtaGE POWER SUPPLY 115 V

COnsOMatiOn CONSUMPTION 920 W

CaraCtÉristiQUEs FEATURES CHOix DE PrOfiLs DE MOUtUrE rÉGLabLEs.
ADjUSTAbLE RANGE OF GRIND PROFILE SETTINGS.
MOtEUr PUissant Et ÉCOnOME En ÉnErGiE DE 0,5 HP.
POWERFUL, ENERGY-EFFICIENT 0.5 HP MOTOR.
DisjOnCtEUr aVEC bOUtOn DE rÉinitiaLisatiOn ManUELLE.
CIRCUIT bREAkER WITH MANUAL RESET bUTTON.
COntrôLE nUMÉriQUE aVEC affiCHaGE LED intErnE.
DIGITALLY CONTROLLED WITH INTERNAL LED DISPLAY.
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BLUSODA PLUS
BLUSODA PLUS
Compacte, puissante et entièrement conçu en acier inoxydable, BLUSODA est la plus petite fontaine à eau 
Blupura. Elle représente la solution parfaite pour la maison et le bureau. Grâce à son mitigeur, elle distribue de 
l’eau fraîche plate, fraîche semi-gazeuse et fraîche gazeuse. 

Attractive and compact, made in stainless steel and gives professional-level performance.  BluSoda gives you all the 
water you want, exactly the way you want it, at home or in the office. Thanks to its mixer tap, it can dispense cold 
still, cold semi-sparkling and cold sparkling water.

MODÈLE MODEL BLUSODA PLUS 30 FIZZ

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 261x499x418 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 28 kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 30 (Lt/h.)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 110V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 0.23 kw

Division de / division of :  
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Blutower Robinet



BLUSODA 45 HOT
BLUSODA 45 HOT
Compacte, puissante et entièrement conçu en acier inoxydable, BLUSODA est la plus petite fontaine à eau 
Blupura. Elle représente la solution parfaite pour la maison et le bureau. Grâce à son mitigeur, elle distribue de 
l’eau fraîche plate, fraîche semi-gazeuse, fraîche gazeuse et chaude. 

Attractive and compact, made in stainless steel and gives professional-level performance.  BluSoda gives you all the 
water you want, exactly the way you want it, at home or in the office. Thanks to its mixer tap, it can dispense cold 
still, cold semi-sparkling, cold sparkling water and hot water.

MODÈLE MODEL BLUSODA 45 HOT

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 318 x 499 x 470 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 37 kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 45 (Lt/h.)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 230 V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 1.35 kw
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PICCOLA
PICCOLA
Design moderne, compacité record, zone de prélèvement éclairée, commodité sans limites. Elle est doté d’une 
fonction d’économie d’énergie qui réduit la consommation énergétique pendant les périodes de non utilisation. 
Avec son réservoir de 15 litres et ses multiple possibilité, cette fontaine est parfaite solution Blupura pour 
les maisons et les bureaux

Contemporary design, amazing compactness, illuminated supply area, limitless convenience. It features an energy 
saving function that reduces consumption during periods of non-use. With its 15 liter tank and its multiple 
possibilities, this fountain is the perfect Blupura solution for homes and office spaces.

MODÈLE MODEL PICCOLA HOT 15

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 240 x 451 x 450 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 19.5 kg

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY 8 (Lt/h.)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 120 V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 1.35 kw

Division de / division of :  
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MACHINE À CAFÉ COLDRAPID
Coldrapid Coffee Maker
Coldrapid est la nouveauté pour tous les amateurs de café. Même en été, elle est une solution simple et compacte 
qui combiné l’infusion lente de Camurri Termorapid vous donne avec aise un café pression froid couronné d’une 
crema. Idéal pour la production et le service de : Café espresso servit avec de la crème froide, 
cocktails, café-crème glacé, etc.

Coldrapid is the novelty for all coffee lovers even in summer: it is a simple and compact solution that combines the 
slow infusion Termorapid Camurri with all the efficiency of a practical cold brew of a good coffee topped with a 
crema. Ideal therefore for the production and service of: Espresso coffee with served cold cream, cocktails, 
coffe-ice cream and so on.

MODÈLE MODEL TC3

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 170x540x460 mm

POIDS WEIGHT 18 kg

VOLUME VOLUME

CAPACITÉ CAPACITY

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 115V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION
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mAcHine À cAFÉ teRmoRAPid
Termorapid Coffee Maker
La machine à café Termorapid permet de préparer en peu de temps un excellent café ou thé. Grâce à son système 
de filtration lente “Brevet Camurri”, l’arôme et le goût sont mis en valeur et se conservent à la perfection tout au 
long du service. Elle permet également de conserver la boisson à une température constante tout au long de la 
journée grâce au système de réglage thermostatique de la température.

Termorapid coffee machines make an excellent cup of coffee or tea in a matter of minutes whose flavour and aroma 
are enriched and maintained for as long as the machine is running thanks to Camurri’s 
patented slow filter system. The inbuilt thermostat guarantees the beverage 
temperature remains controlled for the time required.

MODÈLE MODEL T9

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 390x460x630 mm

VOLUME VOLUME 9 L (90 cups cups)

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 230V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 2,3 kW

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca

CI-T9



cHocolAtieR BAin-mARie
Bain Marie Chocolate Maker
Le chocolatier Camurri permet de préparer, de garder à température et de distribuer un excellent chocolat chaud 
traditionnel italien en peu de temps et sans attention particulière de la part de l’opérateur. Il est aussi le compa-
gnon idéal pour toutes vos préparations de dessert à base de crème comme la crème patissière etc. 

The Cioccolatiera Camurri mixes, heats and serves excellent traditional italian hot chocolate in a matter of minutes 
without needing any special attention. It is also ideal for toppings and for preparing 
creamy desserts, egg nog and confectioner’s custard.

MODÈLE MODEL CC.5

DIMENSIONS ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 296x390x478 mm

VOLUME VOLUME 25 cups cups

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 230V

CONSOMATION CONSUMPTION 0,9 kW

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca

CI-CC.5



Infuseur À CAfÉ
COFFEE BREWER
Infuseur à café GRINDMASTER PrecisionBrew® unique pour récipients à gravité thermique de 2,5 L 
(récipients à gravité vendus séparément). L’infuseur à gravité à commande numérique maintient la température 
d’infusion à +/- 1°F pendant tout le cycle d’infusion. La température de brassage, le volume de brassage, la pré-
infusion/le brassage par impulsion définis par l’opérateur et la basse température/l’absence de brassage sont pro-
grammables à partir de l’écran frontal. Infusion pulsée/pré-infusion - Permet à la séquence d’infusion d’extraire 
jusqu’à 20% de solides dissous en plus par lot de café. Programmable : nombre de cycles, durée d’activation et de 
désactivation des cycles. La modification de la séquence d’impulsions n’affecte pas le volume d’infusion.  

GRINDMASTER PrecisionBrew® Coffee Brewer, single brewer for 2.5 L thermal gravity containers (gravity con-
tainers sold separately). Digitally controlled gravity container brewer holds brew temperature to +/- 1°F throughout 
brew cycle. Brew temperature, brew volume, operator defined pre-infusion/pulse brewing, and low temp/no brew are 
programmable from the front display. Pulse brewing/pre-infusion - Allows brew sequence to extract up to 20% more 
dissolved solids per batch of coffee. Programmable: number of pulses, pulse-on time and pulse-off time. Changing the 
pulse sequence does not affect the brew volume. 

MODÈLE MODEL GrinDMastEr B-sGP

DiMEnsiOns ( L x P x H )  ( W x D x H ) 210 x 476 x 737 mm

POiDs WEIGHT 35 lbs

VOLUME VOLUME Brews into 2.5 L vacuum-insulated gravity containers 

CaPaCitÉ CAPACITY 1 g/s

VOLtaGE POWER SUPPLY 120-240 V

COnsOMatiOn CONSUMPTION 1800 W- 3500 W

CaraCtÉristiQUEs FEATURES COMManDEs nUMÉriQUEs DIGITAL CONTROLS
MODE VEiLLE POUr ÉCOnOMisEr L’ÉnErGiE
ENERGY SAVING SLEEP MODE
rOBinEt D’EaU CHaUDE HOT WATER TAP
PaniEr à infUsiOn En aCiEr inOxyDaBLE
STAINLESS STEEL bREW bASkET
COnstrUCtiOn En aCiEr inOxyDaBLE, UL, nsf
STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION, UL, NSF

Division de / division of :  
TERRA CAFé ET THé LTéE

Montréal (Québec) H3L 2B4
1 800 26 TERRA    terracaf.ca

GM-B-SGP
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